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Introduction

     In 1950, I.M.Gel'fand defined the generalized "spherical 

functions" and studied the connection with irreducible 

unitary representations in  [4]. He studied only the case 

when the irreducible  representation  of the given compact

subgroup K is  k--4.1.

     After that, R.Godement defined the  still more 

 generalized  Spheridal  functions, and studied the connection

with representations on Banach spaces. For a representation

 fi,Tx1 of a locally compact  unimodular group G, we can 

define a representation  {h ,  Tr} of the algebra  L(G), which 

is the algebra of all  continuous.functions on G with compact 

supports.  Then'he said that  -r,t  ,  TO  is  algebraically 

irreducible when non trivial  Tf-invariant subspaces  of 

do not exist, completely irreducible when every continuous 

linear operator T on  t can be strongly approximated by  Tr, 

and topologically irreducible when non trivial closed  Tr-

invariant subspaces of  5 do not exist.

Let K be a compact  subgroup of G, and 6 an  equiValence

class of irreducible representations of K. We shall denote

by  55(6) the space of all vectors in  S transformed according 

to 6 under k----)Tk'and by E(6) the usual continuous projec- 

tion on  5(6). If a completely irreducible representation 

    Tx} of G on a Banach space  t satisfies 0  <  dim  .52(6)
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 p•d(6) <  + where d(6) is the degree of  (S, he called the 

function

 4(x)  =trace[E(d)Tx]

a spherical function of type  d of height p. However, he 

studied only the case of completely irreducible representa-

tions on Banach spaces, and moreover he assumed on G that 

every  d is contained at most finite times in every completely 

irreducible representation of G. This assumption is auto-

matically satisfied for semi-simple Lie groups with finite 

center and motion groups where K are maximal compact sub-

groups. But the author feels it is a rather restrictive 

assumption to study spherical functions as a whole.

     The author generalizes the theory for an arbitrary 

locally compact unimodular group and its representation on a 

Hausdorff, complete, locally convex topological vector space

which is not completely irreducible in general but

topologically irreducible. A representation  {..55,Tx} of G

is called  "nice", if there exists a compact subgroup K' and 

an equivalence class  (5- of irreducible representations of  K' 

such that 0  <  dim  t(d")  <+  co. We study topologically irre-

ducible nice representations and generalize the propositions 

of R.Godement for completely irreducible representations on 

Banach spaces.

     We define spherical functions for topologically irre-

ducible nice representations. We take an irreducible  repre-
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sentation  k--*  D(k)  of K belonging to  (5, and put  x(s(k)= 

 d(S)-trace[D(k)]. Then  L°(5)  =  L(G)  ;  yelf  =  f, f(x) = 

 f°(x)  =  1  f(kx1C-1)dkl is a subalgebra  of L(G). If G is  a-
      JK

compact, we can obtain an  explicit  one-to-one correspondence 

between the set  1-(a) of all equivalence classes of finite-

dimensional irreducible representations of  L°(S) and the set 

 0(d) of all spherical functions of type  S on G. Namely, if 

we take an irreducible representation  f--4.11(f) of  L°((3) 

belonging to a class T  eerd), then the linear functional

 OT  (f  )  =  d(6).trace[U(Tef°)  ] 

on L(G)  is a function on G, and  cp,r  EW). If G is not  c-

compact, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between  7(6)

and a set  g(S) including  CS) (the author does not know

whether  0  (S) is actually larger than  0(d) or not). 

     In addition to spherical functions, we define spherical

matrix functions. A spherical matrix function of type 

means a matrix-valued continuous function  U=U(x) on G such 

that

(1)  {U(x)  ;  x  EG} is an irreducible family of matrices, 

(2)  x6*U=U, 

(3)  fU(kx10y)dk=U(x)U(y) for all  x,y  E  G.
If  U=U(x) is a spherical matrix function of type  (S, then

 f--->U(f)  =ill(x)f(x)dx is an irreducible representation of 
 L°(8). We shall say that two spherical matrix functions U1
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and  U, are equivalent if two irreducible representations

 1(f) and  f2(f) of  L°(6) are equivalent. Then we 

obtain a one-to-one correspondence between '-..7"(6) and the set 

of all equivalence classes of spherical matrix functions of 

type 6. On the other hand, if G is  o-compact, the function

 ¢(x)  =d(6)•trace[U(x)] 

is a spherical function of type 6 for every spherical matrix

function U of the same type. If G is not  0-compact,  (1)(x) is

an element in  (I)  (6). Therefore we may consider spherical

matrix functions instead of spherical functions, and the 

author feels it is rather natural to study spherical matrix 

functions. For instance, the functional equation (3) cannot 

be modified in a simple form for spherical functions. In 

general, it may be difficult to find all of the spherical 

matrix functions. But, for a group G which can be decomposed 

into the form G  =KS,  Kr\S  =  {e), where S is a closed subgroup 

of G, we can construct a family of matrix-valued functions 

satisfying the equations (2) and (3). Especially, if G is a 

motion group or a connected semi-simple Lie group with finite 

center, we know that all spherical matrix functions are 

obtained as "irreducible  components" of these matrix-valued 

functions.

     Some lemmas in this paper are very similar to those in 

 [5] but proved somewhat weaker assumptions, and for the sake 

of completeness the author does not omit them.

 -  14  -



The outline of each section in this paper is as follows. 

In §1, we give some definitions and prove some general

lemmas on the irreducibilities.

In §2, we study a canonical irreducible  subspace of

   for a topologically irreducible nice representation  {*'Tx}.

In the definition and study of spherical functions or 

spherical matrix functions, this subspace is more essential 

than  Y2.

     In §3, we study the multiplicity of  6 in completely 

irreducible representations or in topologically irreducible 

nice representations.

     In  §4, we define spherical functions and obtain a one-

to-one correspondence between the set of all spherical func-

tions of type  6 and the set of all equivalence classes of 

 finite-dimensional irreducible representations of  L°(6). 

But, if G is not  (5-compact, our result is rather incomplete.

In §5, analyzing the method of the construction of

representations in §4, we obtain a connection between spheri-

cal functions and representations.

     In §6, we study the correspondence between finite-

dimensional irreducible representations of  L°(6) and those

of the algebra  L(S) =  {f  E  L(G) ; =  fieT cs =  f  }  , and we obtain
another theorem on the multiplicity of  6 in completely irre-

ducible representations or in topologically irreducible nice 

representations. It is suitable that this theorem is placed

 -  5  -



in §3, but, for the proof, we must use the results obtained 

in  §§4 and  5.

     In §7, we define spherical matrix functions and study 

the connection with spherical functions or finite-dimensional 

irreducible representations of L°(6). Moreover we study the 

connection between the  irreducible  components° of  matrix-

valued functions satisfying the equations (2),(3) and those 

of representations which are not topologically irreducible.

     In §8, we study spherical matrix functions on a con-

nected unimodular Lie group G. Here we assume that K is a 

compact analytic subgroup of G. For two K-finite 

topologically irreducible representations of G, they are 

"i
nfinitesimally equivalent" if and only if they define the 

same spherical functions. On the characterization of spheri-

cal matrix functions, we obtain some results which are 

generalizations of those by R.Godement for spherical func-

tions of height one. If  G is a connected semi-simple Lie 

group with finite center, we show that a topologically 

irreducible representation is quasi-simple in the sense of 

Harish-Chandra if it is nice.

     In §9, we assume  G  =KS,  KnS={e}, where S is a closed 

subgroup of  G. For every finite-dimensional irreducible 

representation of S, we construct matrix-valued functions 

satisfying (2)  and  (3). If  G is a motion group or a connected 

semi-simple Lie group with finite center, we prove that all

 -  6  -



spherical matrix functions 

subgroup K are obtained as 

matrix-valued  functions.

with respect 

 irreducible

to a maximal

components"

 compact 
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 §l. Representations and their irreducibilities 

Let G be a locally compact unimodular group, and  fa a

complete locally convex topological vector space (we always 

assume that locally convex topology is Hausdorff). A repre-

sentation of G on  Ya is a homomrphism  x--Tx of G in a group 

of non-singular continuous linear operators on  Y2 such that

(a) for v  G  DX  -->Txv  E is continuous, 

(b) for every compact subset F of G,  {Tx  ;x  eF} is

equicontinuous. 

     If  6 is  "tonnele% (a) implies (b) [1], hence in the

case of a  Banach _space or a  Fr4chet space, the condition (b) 

is not necessary. And in  general,  the pair  of  nnnditinnS 

(a) and (b) is equivalent to the following condition

(c) G x  S2  (x  ,  v)  Txv  E  Y2 is continuous. 

Let L(G) be the algebra of all continuous functions on G

with compact supports (the product is convolution product). 

For every compact subset F of G, denote by LF(G) the space

of all continuous functions on G whose supports are contained 

in F, then LF(G) is a  normed space with supremum norm. We 

shall topologize L(G) as the inductive limit of LF(G). On 

the other hand, we shall denote by  Ls(  -a  , ) the space of 
all continuous linear operators on  5 , topologized by the 

strong convergence, and by Lb(  Y?. ,  sb) the same space,

topologized by the uniform convergence on every bounded  sub-
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set of

     For a representation  {t,  Tx} of G, we can define a 

representation  Tf of the algebra L(G) by

Tf = Txf(x)dx,

where dx is a Haar measure on G. Then the following facts

are known  [3]  ;  the representation  Tf}  } of L(G) satisfies

(i) L(G) f  Tf  E  Lb  (  52 ,  5;" ) is a continuous homo-

morphism,

(ii)  {Try  ;f  e L(G), v  5  } spans a dense subspace of  55  , 

(iii) for every compact subset F of G, the family  {Tf;

 f  e  L(G), supp[f]  C F,  l} is equicontinuous.

Conversely, a representation of L(G) which satisfies (i), 

(ii), and (iii) is deduced by the above method from a repre-

sentation of G.

     Let A be an associative algebra over the complex number 

field C, and a vector space over  C. A representation  {Yd, 

 Ta}.  of A on  h . is called algebraically irreducible if its 

invariant subspaces are only  {0} and  . And in the case

that  5 is a locally convex topological vector space, a 

representation  {.5j, Ta} of A ontis called completely 

irreducible if  ITa  ;a  Eflil is dense in  L5( ,  5  ), and called

topologically irreducible if its closed invariant subspaces 

are only  {0}  and These definitions were given by

R.Godement in [5].

If the representation space is finite-dimensional,

 —9--



these three irreducibilities are equivalent by the Burnside's 

theorem [8]. And using a theorem on the extension of a con-

tinuous linear functional [10], we know that the complete 

irreducibility implies topological irreducibility. If  t is 

a Banach space, algebraic irreducibility implies complete 

irreducibility  [5]. We shall define the irreducibility of a 

representation of  G by that of the corresponding representa-

tion of L(0). The following lemma plays an important role 

in this paper.

     LEMMA 1. Let A be an associative algebra over C, and  fa 

a locally convex topological vector  space. An algebraically 

irreducible representation  MTal of A is completely  irre-

ducible, if every continuous linear operator which commutes

with all Ta (a  E  A) is a scalar multiple of the identity

operator.

PROOF. Let's show more strong fact that

     (a) for arbitrarily given vectors vl'v2"vnehand a 

continuous linear operator T on , there exists an element

 a  e  A such that Tav. =Tv. for 1<

     We prove this by induction on n. For  n=1, this is 

clearly true. Suppose (a) is true for  n-1, and let's prove 

it for n. Clearly we may assume that vl,vvare                       1,2"
n

linearly independent. By the assumption of induction,

(b) for every  n-1 vectors  wl, w2, , there
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 exists  an  element  a  E  A  such  that r 1_4i  a

     Denote by  g the subspace of spanned by  vl, v2, 

 vn -1° Let's show the following fact

(c) suppose  Taw = 0 for every a E N = {a  E A ; Ta = 0 on  g},

then w is in

     For every (w1, w2,  •  '  wn-1)E  Zn-1, take  a  E A such 

that Taa
.a.v.= w.for 1and define a linear mapping(I) 

from  hn-1 to  t by

                 (I)(w                      1,w2,w
n-1)  =Taw. 

This is  well-defined. Let  I. be the imbedding of  Fa to the

 .th it'" component  or and put  F.  = (1  Si  n-1)  . Now we 

fix i and take arbitrary v  E and a  E A, then we can find 

elements  al, a2 in A such that

Tv=.Tvj Taj
lija 

Tv=  6..v (1.‘_ Taj 
  2

where  6.. is the Kronecker's delta. Then we have

 F.T  v=  (I)I,Tv  =  T  w,
 a_ a  i-a  al 

T  F.v  =T  v  =  T  T w.
a  a.  a  i  a  a2

Since Taa
2v. = 6ijTaav = T_l3v.(1_-j � n-1)  ,  aa2  -  al is in N and  j 

Tw = Taa
2w. Thus F.a_Ta= TaF. for all  a  E  A. Hence we have                                                                 a_  a1 

F.a_= Xi•1 (X  E e'1 �  i.c.n-1) where 1  is the identity operator                    ---

on , and

 n-1

 Ta-w=c1)(w  w2'w) =EIX.w                    'n-1 
 i=1
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 n-1  n-1
= A.T

a-v. =Ta,(  1X.v.).    a_ i
=11=

Since  a"  E A in (b) can be arbitrarily chosen, 

 n-1
Ta, w = Ta(7 X  .  v.  ) 

 i=1 
 n-1

is true for all  a" E A. Therefore we obtain w =1 E  8. 
 i=1

Thus (c) is proved.

     Since  yS  g, it follows from (c) that there exists an 

element a  E  N such that Tavn 0. Therefore  {Tavn ; a E N} = 

by the algebraic irreducibility of  {,t,  Ta}. Let  ao  E  A be an

element such that T v.  =  v. for 1  n-1. Then there exists
aox1---

an element al  E N such that Tavn = Tv- Tavn. Now the 
      10 

 element  a = a  ±  a  satisfies T vTv  (1 <<                                                                                                                                           1 1                                             =__.)•     1  o ai1 _

q.e.d.

Let K be a compact subgroup of G and  OK the set of all

equivalence classes of irreducible representations of K. 

For a class  6 E  OK, we choose an irreducible representation

 k  --->D(k) of K in 6 and put 

 X  (k)  =  d(S)•trace[D(k)]

where d(6) denotes the degree of  6. We define the  convo-

lutions of  X6 and  f  E  L(G) by 

 5Coef(x) =  f(k-Ix)76(k)dk,

 -- 12  --



 fi7(x) =  1  f(x1C-I)cs(k)dk, 

and put  L(6) = {f E L(G)  ;76*.f=f*<)5 =  f}. This is a subalgebra

of L(G).

 For a given representation  ff,T  1 of G on a complete

locally convex topological vector space  h , we shall denote 

by  Y,(6)- the space of all  vector's in transformed  according 

to  6 under  Then

 E(6) I 7'k6(k)dk     
--)K--

is a continuous  projection onto the  subspace  sa(6). Since 

 t(6) is invariant under Tkfor ally  E  K and  T, for all  fe 

                              (6), we shall denote bykand Tftherestrictions of  I 

                                      and  T, on  5-.„(6)  respectively.  7he  following lemma is  essen-

tially due to  R.Godement.

     LEMMA2.Ifa repres-entaticn  `l'x} of  G  on a  complete 

locally convex topological vector  space. is algebraically, 

completely, or  topologically  irreducible, the corresponding

representation ih(8),T},of 1(6)  is respectivelyalge- 

                                         -

braically, completely, or  topologically irreducible too.
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§2. Maximal ideals in L(G) and topologically irre-

    ducible nice representations

     Let A be an associative algebra, and  IX a left ideal in 

A.  Vt. is called regular if there exists an element  u  6A 

such that  X1.1==  X  (mod. 110 for all  x  eA. Similar definitions 

apply to right ideals and two-sided ideals.

Let G be a locally compact unimodular group, and K a

compact subgroup of G. Now we fix a class  6  e  Stic and con-

sider an associative algebra over C such that

(a) for every element  f  6A  boths and  7Sf are in A, 

(b) 7C6(f)76) =  (76f)7(6 for all  f  &A, 

 (c)  (f5Cs)g  =  f(7g) for all  f,g  e  A, 

 (d)  76(76f)  =  X6f,  (1'7(6)75  =  fXd for all f  E  A.

Then the following lemma is proved in [5]. 

     LEMMA 3. Let  a be a regular maximal left ideal in the

subalgebra  A( S}  ) = {f  e A ;  5(6f =  f5( cs = f} of A, and put 

 In.=  If  A  ;  76gf5Z6  01- for all  g  6  A  ,

then  lit is a regular maximal left ideal in A such that

 Ot =  r‘  A(6)  , and we have  fX6  f  (mod  .  WE.  ) for all  f  6  A.

     The following theorem is essentially due to R.Godement 

[5], but for the sake of completeness we give it here.

     THEOREM 1. Let G be a locally compact unimodular group, 

K a compact subgroup of G, and  {5,T x} a topologically  irre-
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ducible representation of G on a complete locally convex 

topological vector space  ya  . If we have 0  <  dim  S2(S) <  +  co for

a class  6  c Q.
       K'

 lircv  =  If  L(G)  TfV  =  0}  (V  E  Y2(6),  V  0)

is a closed regular maximal left ideal in L(G). 

     PROOF. By Lemma 2 and the Burnside's theorem, there

exists an element  u  eL(6) such that  Tu  =  1 where 1 is the 

identity operator on  t  (  6)  . As is easily seen,  TL  =  Trcv  nL(6)

is a closed regular maximal left ideal in  L(S) with right 

identity u. Thus, from Lemma 3, it follows that

 =  E  L(G) ;  5(
csiEgitf*Xd  E  GL for all  g  EL(G)}

is a regular maximal left ideal in L(G), so we have only to 

prove  irc.Cr,. If f is in  TR., we have

 E(S)Tfv  =  TuTfy  =  Thv  =  Thv  =  0  (h  =  u*f*X6  e  02). 

This implies  E(6){Tfy ; f  Eirt-}  =  {0}  . If the invariant sub-

space  {Tfv ; f  e  1^2} of  t is not equal to {0}, it is dense in 

 5 and hence  E(  6  )  {Tfv ;  f =  S2  (S  {0}. Therefore  {Tfv  ; 

 f  e  TR-  }  =  {  0  } and this implies  TR  C  v q.e.d.

Let  {  ,  Tx} be a representation of  G. We shall call

it nice if there exists a compact subgroup K such that

                   0  <  dim  Y2(6)  <  +  00 

for some class  S  E  Q. If  {Y2,  Tx} is a topologically irre-

ducible nice representation of G on a complete locally convex 

topological vector space  52, we take such a compact subgroup

- 15 -



K of G and a class 6  E. class 6  EK' and put 

 2(7)  50[K,6,v]  =  {Tfv  ;feL(G)}

where v is a non zero vector in  t(6). 

     LEMMA  4. The  spaceo is independent of  K, 6e.2Ksuch

that 0 <dim  b(6)  <+  co , and of v  e  WO). 

     PROOF. Let  (K,6") be another pair of compact subgroup

 K" of  G and  6" in  QK such that 0  <dim  b(6') <  +co. Let v' 

 5(6"),  v' 0.  By the topological irreducibility of { ,  Tx  },

both  0[K,6,v] and  0[K", 6",v"] are dense in  b. Therefore 

 Se:2(6) =E(6)  . 0[K,",6-,v-]  C  .T-0[K",6",v-] . Hence  we have  50[K,

 6,v]  C  0[K',6  ,v']. q.e.d. 

 THEOREM 2.  Let 0 be a locally compact unimodular group,

and'Tx} a topologically irreducible nice representation 

of G on a complete locally convex topological vector space 

Then the representation  {ho'Tf} of L(G) is algebraically

and completely irreducible.

PROOF. Let K be a compact subgroup of G such that 0 <

dim  t(6) < +  co for some class 6  €K' and v a non zero vector 

in  (6).  Then  iftv=  {f  E  L(G) .Tfv =0} is a closed regular 

maximal left ideal in  L(G) (Theorem 1). Suppose  Thy is an 

arbitrary non zero element in 5',o,then1141r,v. For every 

                         ,

neighborhood U of the unit e in 0, we take a non negative
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function  eu  EL(G) such that  =1 and  supp[eu] C  U. 

Since  limeu*h=h and  Iltv is closed in L(G),  eu*h is not in 
 17-4e 

 My for sufficiently small U. Therefore L(G)*h  C. This 

implies  L(G)*h+  aTty  =L(G), and hence we obtain {Tf(Thv) ; f  G 

 L(G)1=  to.

Now let's show the complete irreducibility. Let T be a

continuous linear operator on  to which commutes with all  Tf

(f  GL(G)). As in the proof of Theorem 1, we take u  EL(S) 

such that  Tu  =1  on  h(6). Since  MO  co' we have

T
xTw = TXTTUw = TXTUTw = TL  uTw = TTL uw

 x  x

=TT
xw

for all w  E5D(6), where  (Lxu)(Y)=u(x-Iy). Noting the fact 

that Tkw  Et(6) for every  kE  K, we obtain

 E(6)Tw = Tk(Tw)76(k)dk =  f  T(Tkw))(6(k)dk 
      =Tf Tkw)TS(k)dk =T(E(6)w) =Tw,

 i.e., Tw is a vector in  MS). Thus  TfTw=TTcw is valid for

all f  E  L(S) and w  E  t(6). Therefore the operator T is a 

scalar multiple of the identity operator on  t(6) and this 

implies that T is also a scalar multiple of the identity

operator  ono. Now, by Lemma 1, we have proved that the 

representation {  Tf} of L(G) is completely irreducible.

 q.e.d.

REMARK. Although the space  to is not necessarily  com-
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plete, it is invariant under not only  Tx (x  EG) but also Tf 

 (fEL(G)) and  E(S)  (SE  S.2K)  . Thus we can consider a "repre-

sentation" Tx 0IY1of G  ono without much inconvenience.
As a corollary of Theorem 2, we have the following 

COROLLARY. An algebraically irreducible nice represen-

tation of G is completely irreducible.
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§3. The multiplicities of irreducible repre-

    sentations of a compact subgroup

Let G be a locally compact unimodular group, and K a

compact subgroup of G. Let  {Si,  Tx} be a representation of 

 G. For an arbitrary class 6  EQK, we say that 6 is contained 

p times in  { ,  Tx} if dim  t(6)  =pod(6).

     LEMMA 5. (See [5,  p.503, Lemma  1]) If an associative 

algebra A over C has sufficiently many representations whose 

dimensions are not greater than n, the dimension of every 

completely irreducible representation of A on a locally 

 convex topological vector space is also not greater than n.

     Let E be a set of representations of  G. We shall say 

after  R.Godement that E is  "complete", if for every  f  EL(G) 

we can  choose  some representation  {  t,  Tx}  E  I such that  Tr  tO.

     LEMMA  6, Let I be a complete set of representations of 

G. If 6  eK is contained at most p times in every represen-

tation in  E, we have

     (i) 6 is contained at most p times in every completely 

irreducible representation of G,

     (ii) 6 is contained at most p times in every 

topologically irreducible nice representation of G,

(iii) 6 is contained at most p times or infinitely many
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times in every topologically irreducible representation of  G. 

In the latter case, every equivalence class of irreducible 

representations of every compact subgroup of  G is contained 

either no times or infinitely many times.

     PROOF. For every representation  {f-Y,  T;} in E, we 

obtain the representation  {  .616),  Ti.,} of  L(6). All such re-

presentations make a family containing sufficiently many re-

presentations of  L(6), and  dim55:(6) is always not greater 

than  p•d(6) by the assumption.  So, by Lemma 5, we know that 

every completely irreducible representation of  L(6) has 

dimension  <  p•d(6). Now  (i) is clear by Lemma 2.

     Let's prove (ii). Let { ,  TX} be a topologically 

irreducible nice representation of  G. If  ,520 = 

 fo'  Tf} is a completely irreducible representation of L(G). 

Therefore  fE(6)550,  Tfl is a completely irreducible  repre-

sentation of  L(S). (Lemma 2, in which the representation 

space is complete, is also true in this case.) Hence

 dimE(6)  o  Kp•d(6). Since  E(6)h0 is dense in  E(6).. =  Z(6),

we have dim  t(6)p•d(6). 

     (iii) is clear from (i) and (ii). q.e.d.

LEMMA 7. Let  G
o be the intersection of the kernels of

finite-dimensional representations of  G. Then the set of 

all finite-dimensional representations of G is complete if

and only if  Go  ={e}.
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     PROOF. Assume  Go  #{e}. Then  Go contains a non trivial 

closed abelian subgroup, say Z. If  zoE Z is not the unit e,

there exists a neighborhood U of e in G such that

 Uzo  nU =  4. 

Now we  choosea non zero function  eL(G) such that  supp[q>]C 

U, and define a non zero function f L(G) by 

 (9)(x) for  x  EU,

f(x)  =  -  SP(xzo) for x  E  Uzo' 

          

I  n
 ^.J.1.1,1  VY  -/-47,. 

Then we can easily see that

 f(xz)dz  =0 for all x  EG.

From this, we have

 (6(x)f(x)dx =  0 
for an arbitrary matrix element 0(x) of every  finite-

dimensional representation of  G.

The converse is proved in  [5,  p.506, Lemma  5]. 

 q.e.d.

     LEMMA 8. Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group. 

The set of all finite-dimensional irreducible representa-

tions of G is complete if and only if G has a finite-

dimensional faithful representations.

PROOF. Using the notation in Lemma 7,  Go  ={e} is

equivalent to the fact that G has a finite-dimensional 
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faithful representation [6]. On the other hand, every finite-

dimensional representation of G is completely reducible. 

Therefore this lemma follows from Lemma 7. q.e.d.

Using Lemmas 6 and 8, we obtain the following 

THEOREM 3. Let  G be a connected semi-simple Lie group

with a finite-dimensional faithful representation, and K a 

compact subgroup of  G. If  8  €  RK is contained at most p 

times in every finite-dimensional irreducible  representa 

tion of G,  8 is contained at most p times in every complete-

ly irreducible representation and in every topologically

irreducible nice representation  of  G. 

     THEOREM  4. Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group

with finite center, and K a maximal compact subgroup of  G.

Then  8  ES2K is contained at most  d(8) times in every complete-

ly irreducible representation and in every topologically 

irreducible representation of  G.

     PROOF. By  Corollary5.5.1.6 in [9], we know that the 

algebra  L(8) has sufficiently many representations whose 

dimensions are  <  d(8)2. Therefore, by Lemma 5, we obtain

this theorem. q.e.d.

The following two theorems are proved in [5] for
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completely irreducible representations on Banach spaces.

     THEOREM 5. Let G be a connected complex semi-simple 

Lie group, K a maximal compact subgroup of G, and r a maximal 

abelian subgroup of K. Then the multiplicity of  6  E  QK in

any completely irreducible representation or in any 

topologically irreducible nice representation of G are not 

greater than the maximum of the multiplicities of irreducible 

representations of  r in  6.

     THEOREM  6. Let  G be a locally compact unimodular  group, 

and K a compact subgroup of  G. If there exists an abelian

subgroup N such that  G=NK, then every  6  E  OK is contained at 

most  d(6) times in every completely irreducible representa-

tion and in every topologically irreducible nice representa-

tion of G.

     We shall say that a representation  {.55,  Tx} of  G is K-

finite if dim  52(6)  <+  00 for all 6  EQKe Then we have

THEOREM 7. Let G be a locally compact unimodular group,

and K a compact subgroup of  G. If a representation  {t'Tx} 

of  G is K-finite, Tf are completely continuous for all  f  6  L(G

     For the proof of Theorem 7, we use the fact that the 

set of all completely continuous operators on  5 is closed 
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in Lb(t          '). The outline of the proof is

of Theorem 7 in [5].

     In §6, we will obtain another theorem 

of  SEK in a completely irreducible or a 

ducible nice representation of G (Theorem

similar to that

 on the multiplicity 

topologically irre-

10).
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 ELI. Spherical functions

In this section, G is a locally compact unimodular group

and K is a compact subgroup of G. Let  {  ,  Tx} be a

topologically irreducible representation of G on a complete 

locally convex topological vector space  . If  dim  .(6) =

 p•d(  6)  <  +  co for a class  6  E  OK'  E(S)Tx are of finite rank for

all  X  E  G. Then we define a continuous function  (I) on G by 

                   (1)(x) trace FE ( )T
x ,

and call it a spherical function of type  (5 of height p. 

 R.Godement treated spherical functions only for the  com-

pletely irreducible representations on  Banach spaces.

     If the projection  E(6) can be defined on  55, the  com-

pleteness of is not essential in the definition of spheri-

cal functions. Now let's define generalized spherical func-

tions which are really spherical functions if G is  a-compact. 

Let be a locally convex topological vector space, and  x--+ 

Tx a homomorphism of G in a group of non-singular continuous 
linear operators on which satisfies the conditions (a) 

and (b) in §1. Also in this case, we shall call  ft,  Tx} a 

representation of G. If the integrals, which define  E(6) 

and  Tf for all f  E L(G), converge in  Z, and if the represen-

tation Tf} of L(G) is topologically irreducible and 

 dim  E(S)  =  p  •  d(6  )  , we call the function

 (I)  (x)  =  trace[E((S)Tx]
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a generalized spherical function of type 6 of height p. 

     We shall denote by  0(6) the set of all spherical func-

tions of type 6 and by  0g(6) that of all  generalized  spheri-

cal functions of type 6. 

     On the other hand, we denote by L°(G) the space of all

functions f°, where f is in L(G) and f°(x) =  f(kx1Ct)dk, and

put

 L°  (6)  =  {f  E  L°  (G)  ;  Ref  =  fie7cs  =  f}. 
It is clear that  L°  (  6)  *L°  (G)*76  ="7.d*L°(G)  . Let  6) be

the set of all equivalence classes of finite-dimensional 

irreducible representations of the algebra L°(6). If a re-

presentation  f--4U(f) of L°(6) belongs to T  E7(6), we put

 c(f)  =  d(  6)  -trace[U(76*f°  ) 

 for  all  fEL(G). Clearly  (1)
T is a continuous linear func-

tional on L(G).

Then our aim in this section is to prove the following

THEOREM 8.  (i)  CbT is a function on G for all T E  t(6)
and  T--->cp is a one-to-one mapping from  Y(6) onto  40  (6) 

such that T is p-dimensional if and only if(1)
Tis of height p.

(ii) If  4cE0g(6) is positive definite, then it belongs

to  0(6) and it is defined by an irreducible unitary repre-

sentation of  G.

(iii) If G is a-compact, we have  0(6)  =0g(6), and all

spherical functions are defined by topologically irreducible
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representations on Frechet spaces.

At first, we take an arbitrary generalized spherical

function  cp E  
g(S). Let  4) be defined by a representation 

 fh,Txl of G on a locally convex topological vector space

which is not necessarily complete. Namely, the operators

 E(6) and Tf  (f  E  L(G)) can be defined on  Z,  { Tf} is a 

topologically irreducible representation of L(G),  Z(6) = 

 E(6):  is  a  p-dimPrIslnnAl  subspace  ofi  where  p  is the 

height of  4), and  q(x)  =d(6).trace[E(6)T x].

 *LEMMA  9
. Considering only on  5(6), the set of all 

linear operators which commute with all Tk  (k  E  K) is 

 at,  =  TfW  (s)  f  L°  (6)  }

     PROOF. For every linear operator A on  S5(6), there 

exists at least one function fE  L(6) such that  Tf  =A by the

Burnside's theorem. If A 

Kcommutes with all  Tk, we have 
       A =  SI1kTT-1dk =I"ITTT-4 dxdk =rifkkxkfo. 

                           G

The converse is clear. q.e.d.

The representation  {  4(6),  Tk} of K, where  Tk is the

restriction of Tk on  55(6), is equivalent to the p-times 

direct sum of  6. Hence, by the above lemma,  {Tf;f,  eL°(6)} 

is identified with the set M(p,C) of all p  xp-complex
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matrices, and we may write

 Tf  =U(f)0Id(S)=

where  U(f) is a matrix i 

of degree  d(6). The rep 

clearly irreducible, and

 d(6).trace[U(Xer°). 

               =  cp(x)f°1 

Therefore, if we take  T  E 

presentation  f---U(f)  be= 

have proved the  surjectii

 °3(6) to  cy6) .

 To prove Theorem 8 

 lemmas.

LEMMA 10. The set

 L(S), where (Lkf)(x)

The proof of this

 in

representation

 *f°)]

 (P(x)f°(x)dx  IG

belongs,

 sun  ectiveness

completely, 

 {L f k

 =f(k-Ix) 

s lemma

Lemma 11 in [5]. 

     Let's fix an equivalence

ducible representation  f  ---)JJ(f) 

until Theorem 8 is  completely

 u11(f)Id(8) u1p(f)Id(S)

 u
pl(f)Id(6) upp 

              (f)Id(s)j 

M(p,C) and  Id") is the unit matrix

 f----IJ(f) of  L'(6) is

for every  f  E  L(G)  ,

=trace[Tv 
*F40]=trace[E(6)Tfo]            A

cs

= Cx)f(x)dx . 
 JG

 7(6) to which the irreducible re-

we obtain  (PT  =C. Thus we 

of the mapping T----Tfrom

we must make use of some

 f • k f  E  La  (  6)}  is total in 
 K  '

is essentially same as that of

class T in  4,i(S) and an  irre-

) of  L°(S) belonging to T

 ly  proved. 
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LEMMA 11. If f is a function in  L(5), we have 

 (1).T(fikg)  =  (1),(g*f)

for all  g  E  L(G)  .

     PROOF. If a function f is in  L°(5) and g an arbitrary 

function in L(G), we have

 Cr(  fiig) =  d(6)•trace[U(Xefieg°)] 

 =  d(6).trace[U(f)U(T(eig°)]

 =d(6).trace[U(Xr*g°)U(f)
 -

=d(6).trace[U(5Z6*(g*f)°)] 

=  (P,T(g*f).

We shall denote by  ex the measure such that  ex(f)  f(x). 

Then, for every  k  E  K and  f  E  L°  (6),

 4,T((Lkf)*g)  .,cpT((ek*f*00)  =(pT((f*gif6k)o) 

 (I)T(f*(g*Ek))  =pT(g*ck*f) "T(g*(Ekiff)) 

 =cp
T(g*(Lkf)).

Therefore, by Lemma 10, this implies  4T(fifg)  =  (1),r(g*f) for 

every  fE  L(6).  q.e.d.

     Denote by V the space on which linear operators U(f) 

act. For every  k  E  K and  v  E  V, we associate a V-valued con-

tinuous linear function

 0
v,k(f)  =U((fiEek)°)v

on  L(6).

LEMMA 12. The set  {0
v ,k  ;  k  E K, v  E  V} spans a finite-
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dimensional vector space W.

     PROOF. Let  k--3.D(k) be an irreducible unitary repre-

sentation of K belonging to  S, anddij(k) the matrix elements 

of D(k). We choose a base v1, vin V where p is the 

dimension of  T. Now we define  p•(d(6))2 functions on  L(6) by 

      er 
, , j ( f ) =0v'e(fiEcTij15_r<p, 1�.i,j <d(6). 

    r

We have only to prove that all  O
vk are linear combinations

of
r,i,j•For every  f  E  L(6) and  kEK, we have 

 d(6)• 
 fifek  =fie7S*Ek  =fie  d(6)   d..(k)d.. 

 i,j=l 

 =d(6)1)(4: d.(k)(f*T). 
            i,j=1ij

Therefore, for  v  =c1v1+  •  •  •  +cpvp  E  V, we obtain

 p
 evk(f)=U((f*ek")v=2IcrU((f*Ek)"vr  ' 

 r=1 

 d_L5)       .  )' d(6)c
rijd(k)U((f*T3ij7)°)vr  r=1  i,j=l 

 d(6) 
       =>17 >7 d(6)c d .r(k)Ov

r'e(fiea-..)  rr=1 i1ijlj    ,j= 

      =  >; ,0: d(6)crd. (k)0r,i,j(f).        ij  r=1  i
,j=1

Thus the lemma is proved. q.e.d. 

     For every  V  EV and  fEL(S), let's define a V-valued

continuous linear function  0
vf on  L(S) as 
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 0
v,f(g)  =  U(  (gief  )°  )v.

Clearly we have

e
v+w,f = 0v,f + Ow, f' ev,f+g 0v,f + 0v, g'

OAv= Xevfevof= (  X  E  C)  . 
 ,,  Xvf, 

LEMMA 13. Ovf are functions in W for all  f  E  L(6) and 

,

 v  EV. 

 PRnnF. Let X bethedense subspace of  L(6) spanned by

{Lk;f• f  E  L°  (  )  , kK}and put 

                Hv= {0vf;• f  EL(d)}, 

          HV                      = {0
vf'•f EX}. 

               ,

By the pointwise convergence,  Hv is a topological vector

space. Since the linear mapping

 L(6)  f  v
~fEHv

is continuous,  Hv- is densely contained in  Hv by Lemma  10. 

On the other hand, for every  Lkf  E  X, we have

v,Lkf(g) = U( (gifek*f)°)v = U( (gafek)°*f)v 

         =  U((g3f6
k)°)U(f)v =  eU(f)v,k(g)'

 i.e., O
vLf = au( f)v,k E W. This shows that Hy-C W, and there-          ,k 

fore  H- is finite-dimensional. Consequently  Hv must also 

finite-dimensional and Hvv=H-C W.  q  .  e  .d  .

By Lemma 13, we can define linear operators  Rf  ( f  E  L(6))

on W by
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 (RfO)(g) =O(g*f) (g  eL(6)). 

Moreover, is a finite-dimensional (continuous) repre-

sentation of L(S) on W.

     If we put  f"(x)  =  f(x-I), it is natural to denote by 

 f-aecp,r.  (f  E  L(S)) the measure 

             L(G)  g

LEMMA  14. Put  7=  {f E  L(S) ;f'*~T= 0} . Then  7 is a

closed regular maximal two-sided ideal in L(6) such that

 dim(L"Yr  )  <  +  00

     PROOF. It is obvious that is closed. For f  E  7, g 

 L(S), and  h  G  L(G), we have

 (g*f)  '41).T(h)  =  ct,T(gmf*h)  =  (i)T(fithiig)  =  (f'*(1)T)(hiEg)  =  0, 

 (f*g)-*Cr(h)  =  cibT(f*g*h)  =  (f-oicpT)(g*h)  =0.

This implies that g*f, f*g  E  7, i.e.,  7- is a two-sided 

ideal in  L(S). The regularity of  p follows from the 

existence of a function  u  L°(5) such that U(u)  =1.

     To prove the fact that  dim(L"n )  <  +  co  , it is suf-
ficient to show that  =  If  E  L(S)  ;  Rf  =  0} since  Rf is a 

finite-dimensional representation of  L(cS). Using the nota-

tion  A  ,t413 to denote the equivalence  of  statements A and B,

 f  E  7<  -,(1),r(fieg)  =  0 for every  g  eL(G) 

 4=4.  trace[U(X6*(f*g)°)  I  =0 for every g  EL(G) 

   trace  [U((Xa*  f  *  g  *  )  °)]  =  0 for every  g  e  L(G) 

 trace[U(  (f*g)°  )1  =0 for every  g  L(cS) 
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4----) 

 4 

 <  > 

< > 

<==> 

<==4. 

 <----  

< > 

4=4.

 1  5 LEMMA

 trace[U(  (fiigifek)°)]  =  0 for every  g  L°(  6) and

 k  E  K

 trace[U(  (  ekaffaig)°)  =  0 for every g  E  L°( 6) and

 k  K

 trace[U((Ekiff)°)U(g)]  =0 for every  g  E  (  6) and

 REK

 U(  (cof)°)  =  0 for every  k  E K

 U(  (kkief)°)U(g)  =0 for every  k,k°  E  K and

 g  E  T,°  (  A  )

 U(  (ckiff*gifek,)°)  =  0 for every  k,k-  E  K and

 g  L°  (  6)

 U(  (skiffieg)°)  =0 for every  k  E  K and  g  E  L(6) 

 U(  (fiigiiek)°)  =0  for every  k  EK and  g  E  L(6) 

 U(h)U(  (fiegiisk)°)  =0 for every  k  E  K,  h  E  L°(  (5)  ,

                     and  g  E  L(  (5) 

 U(  (hiffiegifek)°)  =  0 for every k  E  K,  h  E  ( 6)  ,

and  g  1,(  6  )

 U(  (Eohoifiig)°)  =  0 for every  k  E  K,  h  E  L°(  6)  ,

                  and  g  E  L(6) 

 U(  (hitfieg)°)  =0 for every  h,g  E  L(6) 

 U(  (hokfiEg)°)v  =  0 for every  v  E  V and  h,g  L(6)

 Rf0
v,g  =  0 for every  v  E  V and  g  E  L(6) 

 Rf  =  O. q.e.d.

 

. Let  T be the closed regular two-sided ideal
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in  L(6) defined in Lemma 14. Then we have 

 L°(6)  n?  =  {f  E  L°(6) ; U(f)  =  01.

     PROOF. Let  f  E  L°  (6) be a function such that  U(f)  =0. 

Then for every g  E  L(G)  ,

 f-if,t,r(g)  =  qbT(fiig)  =  d(6)•trace[U(X6*(f*g)°)] 

        =  d(6)  •trace[U()76*fieg°  )] 

 =  d(6)  •trace[U(f)U()76*g°)]  =0.

Therefore f is a function in  L°  (6)  n  . 

     Conversely let  f be a function in  L°  (6),Th  T  . Then we

have

 f"*(PT(g)  =  d(6)•trace[U(f)U(Xeig°)]  =0

for all  g  E  L(G)  . Therefore the equality 

 trace[U(f)U(g)i  =  0

is valid for all  g  E  L°(6). Since  g is an irreducible 

representation of  L°  (6), we obtain  U(f)  =0.  q  .  e  .d  . 

                 A. Proof of (1) in Theorem 8

 Let's denote by  at, the maximal left ideal in  L(6) con-

taining  -p .  61- is regular and closed by Lemma  14. The 

right identity modulo  01 and the identity modulo is the 

function  u  E  L°  (6) such that  U(u)  =  1. If we put

 =  L(G)  ;  76*giffif)(
cs  E  01. for all  g  E  L(G)},

 lit is a closed regular maximal left ideal in L(G) by Lemma 3, 

and the right identity modulo  1t is also u. If we denote by
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 Lx' as before, the operator on L(G) such that  (Lxf)(y) = 

 f(x-ly) for all  f  E  L(G)  ,  111 is invariant under  L
x since it is 

closed. Now, we shall denote by  T
x the continuous linear 

operator induced from  Lx on the locally convex topological

vector space

                       = L(GAit 
Of course the topology in  4, is the quotient  topology. Un-

fortunately, the author does not know whether  4 is complete

^rnot1:1”+.IV?-itaV=aneasilyshowth®ttheintegrals

 Tf  =  I  Txf(x)dx  (f  EL(G)), 
 E(S) =  f Tk76(k)dk

converge in  . We shall denote by  {f}  Et the class which

contains  f  E  L(G) Then we have

        Tf{g} =  {f*g},  E(S){f}={5Tef}o 

Since the left ideal  TR is maximal, the representation  { ,F, 

 T  } of L(G) is algebraically irreducible.

     By Lemma 3, we know that  If*X61 = {f} for all f  E  L(G) 

Thus E( 6) {1'} = {X64ff*).76}, and therefore we obtain

 Z(S)  =E(S).  =  {ffl  f  EL(6)}. 

Moreover we have  01_  =  ilt  n  L(6  ) by Lemma 3, hence

              {{f} ; f EL(cS)}=-L(6)/(it, 

Since  C  61, and dim(L(6YF )  <  +  cc  , it follows that  dim  b(cS) <
+  co. Therefore the finite-dimensional irreducible represen-

tation  { 4(S),  'TO of  L(6) is equivalent to  {L(6)  Lf  = f*}.
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If dim  ,(6)  =  q•d(6), we obtain a generalized spherical func-

tion  cP(x)  =trace[E(6)Tx] of type  6 of height q. Then there

exists a  q-dimenpional irreducible representation  f--4V(f) 

of  L°(6) such that

 Tf  =V(f)  ®Id(6)'

and that

 4)(f) =  Cx)f(x)dx  =d(S)•trace[V(f)]

for all  f  EL°(6). By the way, it follows from Lemma 15 that

 U(f) =0 implies  Iif  =0 if f is in  L°(6). Therefore U(f) =0

implies V(f)  =0. Thus the mapping  ip  :U(f)---4V(f) is well-

defined and  1p is a homomorphism from the algebra M(p,C) onto 

M(q,C). Then we have  p  =q and  IP must be the identity [8]. 

 Consequently  f--1.U(f) is equivalent to  f--4.V(f), and we 

obtain the equality

 4(f)  =d(6)•trace[V(f)]=d(6)•trace[U(f)]  =  q),r(f) 

for all  f  E  L°(6). Thus we have proved that  CrE0
g(6) and

its height is p.

     The injectiveness of the mapping  T---T is obvious. 

Thus the assertion (i) in Theorem 8 is completely proved. 

                B. Proof of (ii) in Theorem 8

 If  (I)TE  cD
g(6) is positive definite, 

 0  icP7(e),  l(PT(x)1(PT(e),  cPT(x-1)  =  cp,r(x).
Put f*(x)  =f(x-'). Then we have clearly  (f*)*  =  f,  (f*g)*  =
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 g**f*,  (Xof)*  =f**5-(6, and  (PI(e)  =4).1.(f). We define an "inner 

product" in L(G) by

 (f,g)=(1),r(g**f)  Cr(x)g**f(x)dx, 

and put  IlfH  =/(f,f). Of course  IlfIl =0 does not mean  f=

0 in general.

     LEMMA 16. The above inner product is invariant under 

the operations  Lx. And we obtain the inequalities

 fiEg  II  IIgII  II  r ,  115cor  II  iFITE-5  IIfII

for every f,  g  L(G)

PROOF. We can easily show that the function

 11)(z)  =  f gyxzy)g*(x)g(Y)dxdy 
 GxG

is positive definite for every g  EL(G). Therefore the ine-

quality  111)(z)1 �_ 11)(e) implies

     (P.T(xzy)g*(x)g(y)dxdY1=Ma. 
   GxG

Hence we obtain

Mf*ge = f Cr(xzy)g*(x)f**f(z)g(y)dxdydz 
          GxGxG 

     < IIf**f(z)11.1GxG(1)7.(xzY)g*(x)g(y)dxdyldz 

 G 

 _-1  II  g11  2' II f**f II il ,-_-  lid  2  .  It  fel]  •
Thus the first inequality has been proved. The other 

properties are easily shown. q.e.d.
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     Put  N={  fEL(G) ;  lifli  =0}5 then N is invariant under 

the operations  Lx, f*,  76*, and  *76. Thus we can consider 

 Lx, f*,  76*,  *5Z6, ( , ), and  II  •  II on the quotient space

 E•(G) = L(G)/            /N •

Let H(G) be the completion of  I-1-(G) with respect to the norm

 11•11 and extend the operations  Lx, f*,  X6*, and  *X6 on 

H(G) by continuity. The linear operators  Lx are unitary on 

the  Hilbert space H(G). Since  L(6)  nN  =5(6*N*T(6, the quotient

space

 11-(6)  = L(6),/                               /L(6)r\N 

is identified with  5(6*H-(G)*T6, and the completion H(6) of 

 H-(6) is equal to  5(6*H(G)*X.6..

 LEMMA 17. Let  T be the two-sided ideal in  L(6) defined 

in Lemma  14. Then we have  T  =L(S)  n  N.

     PROOF. Let u be a function in  L°(6) such that  U(u)  =1. 

If a function f is in  L(6)(IN,

 If-*(1),(x)1 =  IyEf-(x)1 =  1.4),(Lxf)1 =  1(1),(1.1*Lxf)1 
       =  I  (L

.f,0)1  g  IlLxf1111u*I1  =  11f11  Ilu*I1  =o.
Therefore f belongs to  T. Conversely for every  f  E  -,

 11f112  =4),r(f**1")  =4),E*f"*(f*)-(e)  =  f"*4).T*(f*)-(e)  =O.

q.e.d.

                      9/ By Lemma 17, the space  H-(6) is equal toL(S) and is
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finite-dimensional by Lemma 14, hence  H"(c5) coincides with 

 H(S). Let  .6--o be a maximal  L(S)-invariant proper subspace 

of  H(6). Of course  .6-o may be equal to  fol. If we use the

same notation to represent a function in L(G) and the class 

in  H-(G) which contains it,  u does not belong to  q!)-o

LEMMA 18. We define a subspace  rto of H(G) by 
 'n

o  =  H(G) ;  76iegoefie76E  -6-6  for all g  E  L(G)

Then we have

(1) u  rto,  rtonii(s), and  f*u  E  ito for all

f  E  L(G)  , 

 (ii)  Ito is a closed subspace of H(G) and it is maximal

in the set of all closed  L(G)-invariant subspaces of H(G). 

 PROOF. (i)  If u  E  Ito, we have 

 Riig*T;*u  =ifgoeui07  E

for every g  eL(G). This means  L(6)*uC:. Then  L(6Y-di= 
 H(6)  C  rc3, since u is a right and left identity modulo  T. 

This contradicts the definition of  .6-0, hence u  OIL°.
Next, let f be a function in L(G), then

 76*gie(fieu  r)*76 F--(Roieg*f*5-(6)*u  —  761EgiEf*Y:6

for every  g  E  L(G)  . Therefore

 3Csitgii(f*u  f)*Tcs  =0  6.6.0, 
 i.e.  f*u-f  E  Ito. The equality  <70=  itor^H(6) is a conse-

quence of the maximality of  ‹:.
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(ii) Let  it be a closed L(G)-invariant proper subspace

of H(G) containing  -no. Since  H-(G) , u must not be  con-

tained in  1C. Therefore  .t3-0  =  it  r  H( S) by the maximality of 

 . For an  arbitrary f  E  R and g  E  L(G)  ,

 )76*g*f*76  5-(15/egief  =  (Y(eg)*(fif76  f)  E  110  C111" 

since  f*X6 - f  E  ?fj  0  . As  T(6*g*f E  It., we have  )<6*g*f*T6 E 

 H  (  cS  )  =  . Hence f  E  Ito  . This proves that  it  =  Ito  .

q.e.d.

As in §2, we associate a non negative continuous func-

tion  eu with every open subset U of G, which satisfies 

 IIeUIIL =1 and  supp[eu]  CU.

LEMMA 19. When an open neighborhood U of e converges

to e,  exu*f converges to  Lxf in  H(G) for every  f  E  H(G) 

Hence  Ro is invariant under the  operators  Lx

 PROOF. If f is in  L(  G)

 exU*f Lxf  = 4)-r ( f **eU* *eir *f ) 4)T ( f **eel') 

 4)T  (f**eef  )  (f**f)  •
The right hand side converges to zero if Therefore

for every f  E  H"  (  G  )  , H exU*f  - Lxf IIwhen U. For any f 
in  H(G)  , we can take an element  g  E  11-(G) such that  f < 

c/ 
/  3' where c  >0 is an arbitrarily given number,  and choose a 

neighborhood U of e for which we have  eu*g  -  g <  6/3  .

Then we obtain

    -



II exu*f Lxf II =  'leer  f  II 
            =  II  e

u*f  eu*g  II +  II  eu*g  g  II +  II  g  f  II

 12  E. q.e.d. 

To see that  {H(G),  Lx} is a representation of G, we

have only to show that  x--4-Lxf is continuous for every  f E 

H(G), since H(G) is a  Hilbert space. For an arbitrary  E >0,

we  choose  an element  gEH-(G) such that  !If < V3 . And

we can find an open neighborhood U of e such that  lig  -L„g11

< ,/3for x  U. Therefore we have

 II  f  Lxf  II  II  f  gll  lig  Lxg  II + IlLxg Lxf I 

 =  2  II  f  II  g  Lxg  II  <E
for all  X  GT.J Thus we have shown that  {11(G), L

x} is a re-

presentation of  G.

The representation  {H(G),  L
x} is not irreducible in

general, so we consider the Hilbert space

 =

which denotes the orthogonal complement of Wtoin H(G).

Then, denoting by  Tx the restriction of  Lx on  t,  Tx}

is an irreducible unitary representation of G (the irre-

ducibility follows from Lemma 18, (ii)). As before, we can 

easily see that  E(S)f  =yfiE)(6 for  f  655, and that

 t(6) H(6)//                                       /6 --(3 • 
Therefore we obtain dim  '6(6)  <+  co. By the same way as in A, 

we know that  41
T  is just the spherical function of type  6

     —



defined by  {h,  Tx}  .

C. Proof of (iii) in Theorem 8

     Let  G be  o-compact. We can find denombrable compact 

subsets Fn such that F1C:F2Cl...CF
nCand that  G  =n 

 n=1

We may assume that every compact subset of G is contained in

some  Fn' (For, if necassary, we consider the compact subsets 

 Fn•17J instead of Fn where  U is an open neighborhood of the 

unit with compact closure U. Then  {Fn•U ;  n  =  1, 2,  •••} is an 

open covering of  G.) As was proved in A,  (P
T is a function

on  G. Then

MincPT(xy)f(y)Idy (n=1; 2, •••) 
        x ED'nG

are semi-norms on L(G), and  ilfli n =0 for all n if and only 
if  f  =0. We shall denote by  /,(G) the  Frechet space which 

is the completion of L(G) by these semi-norms.

     LEMMA 20. The linear operators  L
x, f*,  X6*,  *X6 defined 

on L(G) are continuous with respect to the topology in  JS(G). 

Moreover {L
x;x EF} is equi-continuous for every compact sub-

set F of  G.

PROOF. By a simple calculation, we have 

 11f1111, (xEF),

where m is an arbitrary integer such that  F
nFC:Fm. For f*,
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we have the inequality

 Ilf*glIn  HfIlf  MglIm for  g  EL(G), 

where m is an arbitrary integer such that  Frcsupp[f]c:Fm• 

The same is true for  5(* and  *76. q.e.d.

     By this lemma, we can extend the operators  Lx, f*,  X6*, 

and  *7 cS on the whole of  t(G) by continuity. Let's denote

them by the same notations respectively. If we denote by 

 !,(6) the completion of  L(6) in  L(G), we have  7,*.t,(G)*L
 U  U

 = 

    LEMMA  21. The linear functional  cbT(f) on L(G) is  con=

tinuous with respect to the topology in  L(G).

PROOF. The linear functional

 (PT(f)  =  d(6).trace[U(X6iff°)]

on L(G) is represented in an integral form

 95T(f) = Ci_IT(x)f(x)dx.
Therefore this lemma is clear.  q.e.d.

LEMMA 22. Let  7 be the completion of  T in L(G),

where is the two-sided ideal in  L(S) defined in Lemma  14.

Then we have

(i) T  $ik(S) and is  L(6)-invariant, 

(ii)  1_1( , where u is a function in  L°(6) such that

U(u)  =1. 
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     PROOF. (i) For all f  E  T., we have  q5T(f)  =  f'*(j)T(e)  =  0. 

Thus  (1),T  o implies  ot,(6). The  inclusion  L(8)* c is

clear.

     (ii) Since  faiu-f E  T-c=7 for every  f  F  LW, we have 

 f  E if u  E This means  i=  L(6), and hence contradicts 

(i). q.e.d.

As is easily seen,  Tr\L(6)  =  T. Therefore it can be

considered that  l'(%' is densely contained in  4(6A. 
Thus, by Lemma  14, we have

 dim( 4(67i )  <  +  cc,  .

Therefore we can find a closed maximal  LW-invariant  sub-

space  Gio of  ot,(6) containing  T.o does not contain u.

LEMMA 23. We define a subspace  mo of  ta(G)  by 

  11/0 =  {f  ;/1,(G) ; 5(6*g*f*-5-(ss  E  GI for all g  E  L(G)  }

Then we have

(i) u  Zito, =  17to  ot,(6)  , and f*u - f  E  gto for all f

 E  L(G),

 (ii)o is a closed subspace of  ot(G) and it is maximal

in the set of all closed L(G)-invariant subspaces of  C(G). 

     The proof of this lemma is formally the same as that of

Lemma 18. 
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     LEMMA  24. When an open neighborhood U of e converges 

to e,  exu*f converges to  Lxf in  X.,(G) for every  f  otp(G). 

 Hencejito is invariant under the operators  L.

     PROOF. We take f  E  L(G) arbitrarily and fix an element 

 xEG. We may assume that xU is always contained in a fixed 

compact subset F of  G. There exists a sequence  fi  EL(G) 

 suchthatf.-->f in  .t.,(G). Then,

                 exu*(f fi) ilexU*f HexU*fi Lxfi 

 lLf1LfII

 Ilf fiHmHexu*fiLxfi.Hn+HfirII 

  2 11f—fill m +exU*fiL)cri,

where m is a positive integer such that  FnF  CFm. For an

arbitrary real number  e>  0, we fix i for which we have

Ilff.11m<V3.  Since  fiis a function in  L(G), exu*ficon- 
verges uniformly to L f. on G when U-->e. Therefore if we 

                          x 

take U small enough, the inequality He *f.-L f.11 <7'3 is 
                 xUxn

valid. Thus we obtain

Ile *f -Lxfiln< e   xU

if U is small enough.  q.e.d.

     To see  {L(G),L x} is a representation of G, it rest 

only to show that  x--,Lxf is continuous for every f  4(G), 

since the space  .t(G) is a  Frechet space. Take a sequence
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 f. in L(G) which converges to f in  1,(G). We have

 IILxf-flln IlLx(f - fi) lin +I1Lxfi -filln+11fi f Iln

here we may assume that x belongs to a fixed compact neigh-

borhood F of e in G. If m is an integer such that  F  C  F
in e

clearly obtain

IlLxf - linllf-fillm+Ilfi-flln+IIL)cfi filin •

Take i large enough at first, and let then we see

 Lxf  -  f  lin  --?•  0  . Therefore  {  .t)(G),  Lx} is a representation

of G.

The representation  il.,(G),L x1 of G is not irreducible

in general. Now we put

   L(G)//      A
go

and denote by  Tx the operators on  t which are naturally 
induced from Then is a Frechet space [2], and theinduced from Lx

representation  {t,Tx} of G is topologically irreducible by 

Lemma 23, (ii). If we denote by {f} the class of  fEZ(G) 

in we obtain

 6) = {{f} f  E  L(6)  } 
 /  °to 

since  010=  iftonL(6). The condition  dimt(6) < +  co is of 
course satisfied. As before, we can show that  (PT  is just the 

spherical function of type 6 of height p defined by  {t,  Tx} 
This completes the proof of (iii) in Theorem 8.
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§5. Correspondence between representations and 

    spherical functions

     It is well-known that the given two irreducible unitary 

representations are unitary equivalent if and only if the

corresponding spherical functions of the same type coincide 

with each other [5]. But in general case, such a rigid 

correspondence does not exist.

 ueu ivedily  uompauu  un_LmouuJ_ai-  t„uuup,  auu  x\  a

compact subgroup of G. Let  fh,Txl be a topologically

irreducible representation of  G, and  cp a spherical function

of type 6 E  QK defined by  {.Q ,  Tx} By Lemma  14,

 T  ={fEL(6)  =  0} 

is a closed regular maximal two-sided ideal in L(6). In 

fact, we obtain the following

     LEMMA  25.  T equals to  {f  E  L(6) ;  0}, where  Tf are 

the restrictions of Tf on  (6).

This is essentially proved by  R.Godement in  [5]. 

We took a maximal left ideal  a in L(6) containing  T

in the preceding section. In this case, this maximal left 

ideal  M. is characterized as follows.

     LEMMA  26. For every non zero vector v  E5(6),  TIL={fE 

L(6)  ;  1fv=0} is a maximal left ideal in L(6) containing  T.
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Conversely, for every maximal left ideal  O. in  L(6) contain-

ing  ', there exists a unique non zero vector v  E  t(6) up to 

scalar  multiples, such that  011=  {f  E  L(6)  ;  alfy  =  0}.

     PROOF. The first half of this lemma is clear. Let's 

prove the latter half. Suppose, for every non zero vector v

 E  6)  , we can find an element  f  E  01 such that  ClIfy  0, then 

the correspondence  f  --->  Tf is an irreducible representation 

of the algebra  01 on  t(  6  )  . Then, by the Burnside's theorem, 

there exists an element  f0EOt such that Tf  =1. This
 0

implies  f*f0 - f  E  T for all f  E  L(6) and hence we have  L(6) C

 01., but this is impossible. Thus there exists some non zero

vector v  E  6) such that  {f  EL(S) ; "lify = 0} Dn. This means 

 {f  E  L(6)  ;  T  fv  =  0}  =  fC by the maximality of  01... There  exists 

a function  f  E  L(6) such that  Tfv  =  0 and  Tfw  0 provided that

v and w are linearly independent. Therefore the uniqueness 

of such v is proved. q.e.d.

     Let  01=  {f  E  L(6)  ;  Tfv  =  0) be a maximal left ideal in 

 L(d) containing  Te, then we have

 Pt  =  {f  E  L(G) ;  X6*g*f*X6  E  01 for all  g  EL(G)) 

 {f  EL(G)  ;  TfV  =0}.

Therefore the linear mapping  V,:  Tfv  -->  {f} of  Zo =  Mo[K,6,v] 

onto 
   L(Gy 

         Tfr_ is bijective, and clearly we obtain

 cf(T
xTfv) =  {Lxf},  9)(E(6)Tfv) =  {5Z6*f} =  {Xof*X6}.
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For a topologically irreducible nice representation

 T
x} of G, we can consider spherical functions of vari-

ous types. Namely we can choose not only a class  6E0K arbi-

trarily, but also a compact subgroup K of G. We shall

denote by  1)({t,  Tx}) the set of all spherical functions 

defined by  {g,Tx}.

                                     e._1 THEOREM 9. Let {5-d„,Tx1} and {2,                                         } be two

topologically irreducible nice representations of  G. Then 

the following three statements are  equivalent.

(i)  4)({  Tlx})  no({  .522,  Tx2}  cp. 

 (ii)  c{  Tx1})  Tx2}).

 1 (iii) There exists a linear bijective mapping  90:
o

5VTT'such thatT2cpfor all  x  EG and that5°E1(6)=E2          TX 
for every  6E3K where K is an arbitrary compact subgroup of

 PROOF. At first we assume (i). Then there exists a

compact subgroup K of  G and  6K such that the spherical

function  (1) of type  6 defined by  {.5,* is identically 

equal to that of the same type defined by {2, TX}  .
We take a maximal left ideal  01.- of L(6) containing  y=  {fe 

L(6)  ;f-*4)  =0}. By Lemma 26, we can find non zero vectors

 v1  E  311(S) and  v22(6) for which we have

 01  =  {f  L(d)  ;  =  0} =  {fEL(S)  ;7'2f v2 = 0}.
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Now we put

                             2 
                      99(Ti,1vi) = Trv2  , 

then  50 is a linear mapping of  Yil to  Y5.2 and satisfies the

conditions in (iii).

     Next we assume (iii). Let K be a compact subgroup of G 

and  6 a class  in 0K' thenYi-(6)(:qo1  if  dim  t1(6)  (.. 

Therefore (ii) is clear. q.e.d.

Let  -1,5TxI be a topologically irreducible nice repre-

sentation of G, and  4) a spherical function  of  type
 K

defined by  ft,Txl where K is  a  compact subgroup of G. For

this function  4, we can define a closed regular maximal left 

ideal  1t in L(G) as we did in the proof of (i) in Theorem 8. 

Then  4) is just the generalized spherical function of type  6

defined by  {  (  GAit ,  Lx}
     On the other hand,  4) can be seen as the generalized 

spherical function of type  6 defined by { o,Tx} . In this 

point of view, the topology in  h.° need not be the relative 

topology from  Yi. For instance, we may identify  t o with
 L(G)/nt

     In the case of a-compact G, we denoted by  T. the  com-

pletion of in  06(6), and took a maximal L(6)-invariant 

subspace  Cio of  06(6) containing If we put  TL=  Ozon 

 L(6),  at is a maximal left ideal in L(6) and  a
o is just the 

completion of  al in  0f,(6).  Then,
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  = {f  E L(G) ;  Xeg*f*X
cs  E  GL for all g E  L(G)

and

 lit°  =  E  of.I(G)  ;  5(egiffif)76  E  Rs for all  g  E  L(G)

are combined by the relation  liftor^  L(G) =  M. Thus we know 

thatL(Gyis the completion ofby a  "  suitable" 
 topology. In other words, we completed  Sio by a "suitable"

topology. Similarly, in the case of positive-definite  0, we

can see that li(G/)7IYtois the completion of L(Gor
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§6. Irreducible representations of the algebra 

 L°(6) and  L(6)

     Let T be an equivalence class of p-dimensional irre-

ducible representations of  L°(6), i.e., T E  t.(6). We choose 

an irreducible representation  f  --+U(f) of  L°(6) belonging to 

T, then the linear functional

 Cr(f)  =  d(6)•trace[U(7(csief°)]

is actually a function on G. In the proof of (i) in 

Theorem 8, we took a maximal left ideal  GL in L(6) containing 

 ?  = {f E  L(6) ;  r-ifq),r  =ol. Then the representation  Lf  =  f* of 

 L(6) on L(6X-L is irreducible and  p•d(6)-dimensional. We
clearly have

 =  {f  E  L(6)  ;  Lf  =  0 on l'"Al  }.

LEMMA 27. The equivalence class of irreducible repre-

sentations of L(6) which contains {L(6)/L f1 is independent
of the choice of a maximal left ideal  61._ containing

     PROOF. Let  011 and  012 be two maximal left ideals in 

 L(6) containing  V. We shall denote by  {f}i the class of f 

in L(6Y               (i  =1, 2). Suppose, for every non zero element 

{g}2EL(67,r, , we can find an element f ER, such that 
               v`2

 {f*g}20. Then  6L1iig+ 012 is a left ideal containing  0-L2 as 

a proper subspace. Therefore we obtain  Cli*g  +  at-.2  =L(0),
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i.e.,  Lf,  =f* is an irreducible representation of  al  on 

L(6)/Then
,by the Burnside's theorem, there exists a   /(1

2., 

function  fo in  01-1 such that  ffo*g12  =  {02 for all g  EL(6), 

but this implies  f*f o  -fET for all  fEL(6). Therefore  L(S) 

must be contained in  aLl. This is a contradiction. Thus 

          y there exists an element  fgos2 GL(6107 .,  (go 0/.2) such that                                    2 

 ff*gol2  =012 for all f  E  GL/. This implies that  al*gocl

Then the linear maL(6)/ L(6)/                pping 71: "/01,defined as                1I2

 n({f}i)  --{f*g0}2, 

is well-defined. On the other hand,  {f  E  L(6)  ;f*go  a21 is 

a proper left ideal in  L(S) containing  611, hence we obtain 

 01.1  =ff  E  L(6)  ;f*go  E  3L21. Therefore the linear mapping n is 

injective, and I(L(6)//) is a  Lf-invariant subspace of                                01--1 

L(6)
//         . Thus n must be surjective at the same time. This  2 

bijective linear mapping  n gives an equivalence of the repre- 

      L(6yL(6)
// sentations f,  Lf} and f,  Lf} .  q.e.d. 

 1  2

     By this lemma, we can associate an equivalence class of 

irreducible representations of  L(S) with every class  T  edT(6).

     LEMMA 28. Let  {TA  ;  A  EA} be a subset of  4.7.(6) con-

sisting of sufficiently many classes. If we denote by  ax the

associated equivalence class of irreducible representations
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of  L(S) with TA, then the family  {oX  ;A  E  n} also consists of

sufficiently many equivalence classes.

     PROOF. Denote by  1A the kernel of  TA. Then  61,-x are 

maximal two-sided ideals in  L°(d) and  /'-) =  [01 by the

assumption. On the other hand, if we denote by  TX the

kernel of  aA,  TX are maximal two-sided ideals in  L(d) and we

have

 =L°(S)n1A

by Lemma 15. Since  T.-x  =  EL(S) ;Coicb
Tx  =  01, it is clear 

that f°  EA if f  E  Tx. Thus the two-sided ideal

 _  -  TA 

in  L(d) satisfies  '° C ' . Moreover we obtain

    T.` Or)) ) (-) L° (6) = 6y, er-,L°(6» =,(;\ 12' = {01, 
but such a two-sided ideal  T reduces to  {0} by Lemma 29. 

Therefore this lemma has been proved. q.e.d. 

     LEMMA 29. Let  T be a two-sided ideal in  L(d) such that

 7° C , then  IP(S)(-^  =  T.°  {0} if  {0}. 

    PROOF. The first equality  Lomn  I  =  '° is clear. We

take a non zero function fET . For every g E L(G), we have 

    f*g(e) =5  f(x-I)g(x)dx=  76*f*76(x-1)g(x)dx 
 =  j  f(x-1)7.6*g*T(6(x)dx =  f*(7(6*g*76)(e).

Therefore, if f*h(e)  =0 for all  h  E  L(S) we obtain  f  =  O. 
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Since  f0, we can find a function  h  L(  6) such that  f*h  (e)  ( 

and f*h is contained in  T. Thus we have shown that there 

exists a function  f  -R such that f(e)  #0 Then we have 

f°(e)  =  f(e)  #0, hence f° is a non zero function in  T°. 

 q.e.d.

     THEOREM 10. If the  algebra  L°(6) has sufficiently many 

irreducible representations whose dimensions are  <p, then  6 

is contained at most p times in every completely irreducible 

 representation and in every topologically irreducible nice 

representation of  G.

 PROOF, By Lemma 28,  L(6) has sufficiently many  irre-

ducible representations whose dimensions are  <p.d(6). Thus, 

by Lemma 5, every completely irreducible representation of

 L(6) is at most  p-d(6)dimensional. Now, let  {5,,Tx1 be a

completely irreducible or a  topologically irreducible nice

representation of  G, then  .H(6),T1f1 is a completely  irre= 

ducible representation of  L(6). Therefore dim  5j(6)  <p-d(6).

q.e.d.
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 §7. Spherical matrix functions

     Let G be a locally compact unimodular group. Let  M(p,C) 

be the set of all pxp-complex matrices as in  §4. A matrix 

function of degree p means a  M(p,(C)-valued function on G. A 

matrix function is called continuous if its matrix elements

are continuous, and, in the case of Lie groups, it is called 

analytic if its matrix elements are analytic. We shall say 

that a matrix function  U=U(x) is irreducible if  117(x)  ;xeG) 

is an irreducible family of matrices. Two matrix functions 

 U=U(x) and  V  =V(x) are called equivalent if they are of the 

same degree and if there exists a regular matrix R such that 

U(x)  =R-IV(x)R for all x  E  G.

     Let K be a compact subgroup of G. For every class 6  E 

 K' a continuous matrix function  U=U(x) is called a  spheri-

cal matrix function of type  6, if it satisfies the following

three conditions:

(1) U is irreducible, 

(2)  Xts*U=U, 

(3)  C  U(kxk-ly)dk=U(x)U(y) for all x,  y  E  G. 
Let  {5,T

x} be a representation of G on a complete

locally convex topological vector space  4. If  dim  t(6) = 

 p•d(6), the restriction  Tk of Tk on  t(6) is a  p.d(6)- 

dimensional representation of K on  Z(6). Moreover, we can 

take a base  vl,  v
pd(6) in  Z(6) such that Tk is  repre-
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sented in the following form

D(k) 
 0

Tk=•= Ip  OD(k) 

       0            D(k)

with respect to this base, where  k--->D(k) is an irreducible 

unitary representation of K belonging to  S. Then there

exists a  p-dimensional representation  f-->.U(f)  =(uij(f)) (1 

 i,j,�.p) of  L°(5) such that the restriction  Tf of Tf on  Si(6) 

is written in the tensor product of matrices U(f) and  I(lc ,":

 Tf  =  U(f)  OId(C° 

Now let v°1,pv°d(6)be continuous linear functionals onsla

satisfying

(vv:`)‘...pd(6)),  i  ,jij

and put

t..
1j ,1(x)=(E(6)Tv.v:).       j

Then, for every function  fEL°(5), we obtain

 fij 
  = j (t(x))f(x)dx.

Therefore, if we put 

 d(S)
uij(x)=d(6)'t(i -l)dM+p,(j-1)d(S)+1(x) 

                            '                  

• 11=1

we have

           j u..13(f)  =ul.(X)f(X)dX (1si,j �P)

This shows that the  p-dimensional representation  f----3•U(f) of 

 1.4°(d) is given by
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U(f)  =  U(x)f(x)dx

where  U(x)  =(u.,(x)). Clearly the matrix function  U  =  U(x)
 lj

depends on the  choice  of a base  vl,  vpd(6), but it is 

uniquely determined up to equivalence. We shall call this 

matrix function a matrix function of type  6 defined by  {Y2,

 Tx}. If the representation  {h,  Tx} is topologically irre-

ducible, the matrix function  U=U(x) is obviously irreducible, 

and the function

 

(  x  )  =  d(S)  •  trace  [U(  x  ) 

is a spherical function of type  S of height p defined by  {Si, 

Tx}.

     Even if the representation space is not complete, 

the same arguments and definitions  can be made provided that

the projection  E(6) and the operators  Tf  (fEL(G)) can be 

defined on  f5. In this case,  4)(x)  =  d(6)  •trace[U(x)] is, of 

course, a generalized spherical function of type  6 of height 

p.

     LEMMA 30. Let  {Z,Tx} be a representation of G on a 

locally convex topological vector space  S such that the

operators  E(6) and Tf  (fEL(G)) can be defined and that the

representation  {,  Tf} of L(G) is topologically irreducible. 

If dim  t(6)  <  +  co  , a matrix function of type  6 defined by  {t, 

 Tx} is a spherical  matrix function of type  S.
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PROOF. Let  U=U(x) be a matrix function of type  6

defined by {  S  ,  Tx} . Then we have

X6*11.j(x) = I u..(k-lx)X6(k)dk 

           K 

       id.
..i) =d(6)- 1 t(i-1)d(6)-1-1,(j-1)d(6)-1-11(klx)X6(k)dk 

        11=1 K 

     td(6)( =d(6)Z (E(6)TkTxv(j  -1)d(6)+p ,v6___,)d(6)11);(k)dk 

           J 

 p=1K 

     Icl.!)  =d(6)(E(6)2T
xv(._                      ]1)d(6)+p 'v(i-1)d(6)+11) 

 11=1

=ui
j(x).

This shows that the  condition°(2) in the definition of a  spheri-

cal matrix function of type  6 is satisfied by  U.

Next, for f,  g  EL(G), we obtain 

   U(f°*g)  =U((f°*g)°)=U(76itf°*g°*7.6)=U(Rof°)u(5((siego)

 =U(f)U(g).

From this the condition (3) easily  follows. q.e.d. 

     THEOREM 11. Let  U=U(x) be a spherical matrix function

of type  6 of degree p. Then

 f---).U(f)=  U(x)f(x)dx

is a p-dimensional irreducible representation of L°(6). 

Conversely every p-dimensional irreducible representation of 

 L°(6) is given in this way from a spherical matrix function 

of type  6 of degree p.
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PROOF. Let f, g be two functions in  L°(6). Then

U(f*g) =1 U(x)f*g(x)dx  =f U(x)f(xy-l)g(y)dxdy                            GxG 

 = f U(xy)f(x)g(y)dxdy  =  f  U(kx0y)f(x)g(y)dxdy 
 GxG  GxGxK

 =U(f)U(g). 

Therefore  f  --U(f) is a p-dimensional representation of  L°(6).

     Let's prove the irreducibility of the representation 

U(f). From the condition (3), we obtain

                  U(x)  =U(e)U(x) 

for every x  E  G, especially  U(e)2=U(e). Hence there exists a 

regular matrix R such that

               (Ir0\                   RU(e)R= 
                      0 0] 

where r is the rank of U(e) and  Ir is the unit matrix of 

degree r. Therefore the last  (p  -r) rows of the matrix 

 FOU(x)R are zero for all x  EG. This contradicts the irre-

ducibility of  U=U(x). Thus U(e) must be the unit matrix of 

degree p. Now, from the condition (3), we obtain  U  =  U°. 

Using this fact and the equality  )(6*U=U, the irreducibility 

of the representation  f--U(f) is easily proved.

     Conversely, let  f----13(f) be a p-dimensional irreducible 

representation of  L°(6). Then there exists a generalized 

spherical function  (ID of type 6 of height p such that

 (PM  =f  cP(x)f(x)dx=d(6)•trace[U(f)]
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for all  L°(S) (Theorem 8). Now we take a representation

 {fa',  Tx} of G which gives  q, then one of spherical matrix 

functions  U=U(x) of type  6 defined by  fj,Txl gives the

representation  f---,U(f). q.e.d.

     We shall denote by  11(6) the set of all equivalence 

classes of spherical matrix functions of type  6. Then, by 

Theorems 8 and 11, we have obtained one-to-one correspondences 

 (X)  dl,"(X1  11(X)  0.J LA G  I./kJ  /  cl  \LI/  3 G{.1 1,L  641,  \1.11.  110,11/G..31  5  LI  S  GVG  S  yg 

spherical matrix function  U=U(x) of type  6 of degree p, the

function  d(6).trace[U(x)]  is in (I) (6) and f = U(x)f(x)dx

is a p-dimensional irreducible representation of  L°(6). 

Therefore we may consider spherical matrix functions instead 

of (generalized) spherical functions. In this point of view, 

the equality (3) in the definition of spherical matrix func-

tions is a generalization of the equation satisfied by 

spherical functions of height one.

     Let  ft,  Tx1 be a representation of G on a complete 

locally convex topological vector space  t, and  U  =U(x) a 

matrix function of type  6 defined by  {y,Tx}. If  U=U(x)

is not irreducible, there exists a regular matrix R such that

where  U1(x)

 RU(x)R=

 (1  <  i  <  r) are

 U1(x)

 ur(x)

spherical 
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matrix functions of type



 

. Then  f  --->U1(f) (1 _� r) are irreducible representations 

of  L°  (S)  . Now we have

 (Reid(6))-“ilk(Roid(6))  =ik  (lc  K), 

 (ROId(6)  1,(R„Id(6))  =R1U(f)Reld(8)  (f.  EL0(6)).

Therefore we can  choose  a base of  A.(8) with respect to which 

the matrix function  U  =  U(x) of type  8 has the form

U(x)  =

We shall call the spherical 

the irreducible components

 1U1(f)0I

 T.  =

 0

for all  f  E  L°(  cS  )  . We can

subspaces  Co}  =Vr+l C Vr C

the representations of L°(6)

 Vvfv.  1+1  (1  S  i  �r) are  equivalent 

the subspaces  Vi are  invariant  un

variant under Tf for  fEL(d)

tations of  L(a) induced from 

     Let  vi be a vector in

 r+1=i01 and denote by f2

 U1(x)
• 

   •

0  •

 Ur(x)

matrix functions  U1(x)  (1  <  r)

of U(x). Then we obtain

 d(6) 

 Ur(f)elId(6))
find a sequence of  Tf-invariant 

 C:2 C V1=MS) such that

naturally induced from  Tf on 

 lent to  U1(f)0Id(d). Since

 twit  under  Tk, they are also in-

by Lemma 10, and the represen-

        .V
i+, 

Tf onV1/are irreducible.

 

. such that v4 V.1+1'We put 

 

.  (1<i  <  r) the closure of the
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subspace  {Tfvi;fEL(G)}  -i-i. Then it is clear that 

E()1=V=V.for 1 i5..r. On the other hand,we denote byX. 
i1 

 (1  i  <  r) the largest closed invariant subspace of  gi which 

satisfies  ki  C  hi and  E(5))(1  =V11. Since both  Sii and 

X. are closed invariant subspace  oft, we can naturally 

  1 define a representation  Ti of G from Tx.                                           on.i/',.Even if       x
716i 

                                 S'�.-1 the representation space-]1/is not complete, a matrix 

                                                5--i                                             f unction of type(Sdefined by{-3r, Ti} is equivalent to 

 U'(x). If  4 is a  Fre'chet space, we know that 'i/2.-? is also
a  Frechet space and hence complete.

     Conversely, let  t° and  )1C° be closed invariant sub-

spaces of such that  X.;  C  sO° and that the representation 

 T° of  G naturally defined from Txon the space is 

topologically  irreducible. If  {  T;} contains  (5, a 

spherical matrix function of type  cS defined by {  )41/7)6„T;} 

is equivalent to one of  U'(x) (1 .�_i �.r).
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§8. Spherical matrix functions on connected Lie groups 

Let G be a connected unimodular Lie group, and K a  com-

pact analytic subgroup of G. Let  U(G),  U(K) be the algebras 

of all distributions on G, K respectively whose carriers 

reduce to the identity. Then the algebras U(G), U(K) are 

isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebras of the 

complexifications of the Lie algebras of G, K respectively.

     Let  {h,T x} be a representation of G on a complete 
locally convex topological vector space  55. We shall denote 

by  C7,(G) the set of all infinitely differentiable functions
on G with compact supports, then the space

 5G= (finite sum) ; fic  Cmo(G),
 1

is called the  Ggrding subspace of  i2. On the  Ggrding  sub-

space, we can define the so-called  Ggrding  representation  T
                                                                          a 

of U(G) by

(TaG'         v, v') =,C(Txv, v")da(x) for v  E v-e3;* 
where denotes the space of all continuous linear func-

tionals on  Z. On the other hand, a vector v  E  t, for which 

the  t-valued function  x---)Txv on G is infinitely differ-
entiable, is called a differentiable vector in  t  [3]. We 

shall denote by  V° the space of all differentiable vectors 

in  55. A representation  x of U(G) is defined on  t by

 Tr(oc)v  =  STxvdot(x)  (v  EV,  cc  EU(G)).
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The subspace  Jr is invariant under  Tx for  xeG, and we can 

introduce a topology T in  5r so that  (i)  Sr becomes a  com-

plete locally convex topological vector space, (ii)  Tx}

is a topologically irreducible representation of G, and (iii) 

the operators  7(a) are continuous on  ,r for all  a  EU(G)  [3]. 

If  {b T,} K-finite, we put

 6  E  Q.,. ."K 

 Let  {  t,  Tx} be aK-finite  topoogicall:i  irreducible
representation of G on a complete locally convex topological 

vector space  i. Then we have four important subspaces  tTT%

 S50,  55(3' and  V°  of  Y,5_. We know  that  tK  C:ho and 

 5G(=  r and that  hK is dense in  J.. It is easily shown 

that the restriction of  7 on  S5G is just the  Girding repre-

sentation. The subspace  SiK is invariant under all  Ta  (ae 
U(G)) and the representation  {idK'  7K(a)=  Ta0K} of U(G) is 
algebraically irreducible [5]. Of course the subspace  5(6) 

is the space of all vectors in  5,51.( transformed according to  6 

under  TrK(U(K)). Now we shall denote by Z(G) the center of

 U(0), then we obtain the following

LEMMA 31. Let  {5, T
x} be a K-finite topologically

irreducible representation of  G on a complete locally convex 

topological vector space  h. Then there exists a homo-

morphism x of Z(G) into the field of complex numbers C such
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that

 Tr(C)  =  X(C)  •1 

for all  CE  Z(G), where 1 is the identity operator on  Jr.

(This homomorphism  x is called the infinitesimal character

of  f  ,  T
x  }  )

PROOF. It is proved, as in [5], that  7(C) is a scalar

multiple of the identity operator on  51Ke On the other hand, 

                                                                                                               _e we introduce the topology T inco, then  ,5_1(=(jr)K is 

dense in  n Therefore  7(C) is also a scalar multiple of 

the identity operator on  tr. q.e.d.

     Here, let's prove a theorem which gives a characteriza-

tion of quasi-simple irreducible representations in the 

sense of Harish-Chandra.

     THEOREM 12. Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group 

with finite center. If a topologically irreducible repre-

sentation ft1T x} of  G on a complete locally convex

topological vector space is nice, then 

 (i)  T is a scalar multiple of the identity operator on

 G for all  CEZ(G),

     (ii)  Tz is a scalar multiple of the identity operator on 

 4 for all z in the center of  G.

PROOF. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of  G. 
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Since the representation  {.0,Tx} is K-finite (Theorem  4),

(i) is clear by Lemma 31. For every element z in the center 

of G, the operator  Tz is a scalar multiple of the identity 

operator on each  h(6)  (6  EK). Therefore it is also a scalar 

multiple of the identity operator on  h o.  Sinceo is dense 
in  h, (ii) is clear. q.e.d.

  1 2 Let{ij 
, T2x} and{,Tx} be two  K-finite topological-

ly irreducible representations of  G on complete locally

convex topological vector  spaces  .72 and  ,2  respectively. 

Let  q)1,  (1)2 be the corresponding spherical functions of type  6 

and  E1(6),  E2(S) the usual projections  onto1(6),2(6) 

 / respectively. We assume that(P1 2 =c0  =0. Then, by Theorem 9, 

                                         2 there exists a linear mapping cp:
o such that 

 E-(6-)  =E2()  5° for all  6°E U
K'

 1 2 SaT =T 90 for all  xG
. 

 x x

Then the restriction  IP of  (I) on the subspaceis a bi-                                                              QeK 

jective linear mapping from JJK to S. If we denote by 7K, 
    c 1 1 

 2 Tr
_ the algehrainallv irreducible renresentatinns nf U((-11 nr  the algebraically irreducible representations of U(G) on

?;1           respectively , we have the following 

     LEMMA 32.  IP gives an equivalence between  4- and  712c. 

   1 2     PROOF. Let ve5, then IP (v) E 4a K. For  a  e  U(G)  , we
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take  81'  •  •  •'6n€S2Ksuch that

T
av EA)=l(61) +•  + (6n) 

 2 Tot1P(v) E =  t2(61) +  •  •  •  +2(%),

then  0,:at?- is an isomorphism from onto  Z2. Put  Ei = 

 Ei(81)  +...  +Ei(6n) (i =1, 2) and let  v° be an arbitrary 

vector in the dual of  Z-2, then

 (IpTlc-cv  ,v')  =(IpEiTio-tv  ,v')=(ElTv,11)*(v')) 

              

,  tp*(v-))da(x) =  S('PE1Txlv ,  v--)da(x) 

 j(E2Tx2*(v)  v")da(x) =(T0,21p(v) ,  v-).
            12 This implies IpT

a1=Ta2ip,  i.e.,Ip7K(a) =Tric(a)tp. q.e.d. 

                                                                  1
'Kl.      Conversely, we assume that two representations {4KTrI

                                   cr,12 and0
K,7K) of U(G) are equivalent. Let :KK be

a linear mapping which gives an equivalence between the

    12 two
, thentpnK(a) =TTK(0t)ip for all a  EU(K) and hence we have

 IpE1(6)  =E2(6)* 

for all  6  EK• Let  (I)1,  cp2 the corresponding spherical func-

tions of type  8. Since the analyticity of spherical func-

tions is shown by the same way as in [5], we have

 a(  cp1  )  =trace [El( 8 )Tic't] = trace[trE2 ( 6 )zirrric1( et) ] 

 =  traceNFIE2(6)711(a)11)]  =  trace[E2(6)%2]  =  01,(  (1)2)
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for all a  EU(G). This implies  cl)1=  (I)2. Therefore we have

proved the following

THEOREM 13. Let G be a connected unimodular Lie group,

                              Sa  and  K a compact analytic subgroup of G. Let {l,, 

 {  Z2  TX} be two K-finite topologically irreducible repre-
sentations of G on complete locally convex topological vector

 spaces  Oa  3  Ja  2                   respectively. Then the following three

statements are equivalent.

(i) There exists a class  6E52K such that the corre-

sponding spherical functions  (  #0) coincide with each other. 

     (ii) For every  SES2K, the corresponding spherical func-

tions coincide with each other.

(iii)  {S51,  all and  {t2,T  } are infinitesimally
equivalent,  i.e., the corresponding algebraically irre-

ducible representations  { 1-q-K} and  {  }  of U(G) are
 equivalent.

     The analogous theorem is also valid for spherical matrix 

functions.

     Next, let's prove two theorems on spherical matrix func-

tions. To do this, we introduce some notations. For  a  E  U(G)  , 

we define a distribution a° by  a°(f)  =a(f°), and denote by 

 U0(G) the algebra of all distributions a  11(G) satisfying a = 

a°. And also we define a  distribution  a' by  a'(1)  =a(f") 

where  f'(x)  =  f(x-1)  . We often use the notation f(a) for a(f).
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     THEOREM  l4. Let G be a connected unimodular Lie group, 

and K a compact analytic subgroup of G. Let  U=U(x) be an 

analytic matrix function on G satisfying  U=U°. Then

 U(f)  =i U(x)f(x)dx is a p-dimensional irreducible represen- 

 G

tation of  L°(6) for some class  6E  PK if and only if  a--›.11(a)

is a p-dimensional irreducible representation of U°(G). 

     PROOF. We assume that  f-->U(f) is a p-dimensional irre-

ducible representation of  L°(6). Then the function  O(x) 

 d(6)•trace[U(x)] is a generalized spherical function of type

 S. Let  Ifj,Tx1 be a representation of G by which is 

defined. Then  ,.Z is a locally convex topological vector 

space, on which the projection  E(6) and the operators Tf  (fe 

L(G)) can be defined, and  {j5,Tf} is a topologically irre-

ducible representation of L(G). We can  choose  a base in  b(6) 

such that the spherical matrix function of type  S with 

respect to this base is just the matrix function U=U(x).

On the other hand, we extend the operators  Tx by con-

tinuity on the completion  t of Then  fh,Tx1 is a re-

presentation of G, but it does not remain topologically irre-

ducible in general. Even if it is not topologically irre-

ducible, the space of all vectors in  5j transformed according 

to  6 under  k  Tk is  t(6), and it is contained in the

 Garding subspace of  Z. Since a a=Tet1SA(6) ;etEU°(G)} is 
the set of all linear operators on  S1(6) which commute with
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all Tk (k EK), Ta (a EU°(G)) is represented in the following

form

T
a=U(a)COId(6)'

and  a--4U(a) is a p-dimensional irreducible representation 

of U°(G).

      Conversely we assume that  a--›-U(a) is a p-dimensional 

irreducible representation of U°(G). Let a, be arbitrary 

distributions on  G, then we have

 u(a°*(3)  =TT(a°*(,3°) 

by Lemma 15 in  [5]. From this we easily obtain

 0(kxk-ly)dk  =  U(x)U(y)
 K

for x, y  aS. The irreducibility of U obviously follows from 

the assumptions. Finally there exists a class  (SEK such

that  X*U  *0 by the  Peter-Weyl's  theorem. Since 

 U(a)U(-)C6)  =  U(a*T(6)  =U(T(
csifa)  =U(X)U(a)

for all a  EU°(G), there exists a complex number c such that

 U( X) . Therefore

 Xrs*U(a)  =U(X0a)  =  cU(a)

for all a EU°(G), and hence we obtain c  =1 because of the 

equality  X6*X6  =X. Thus we have  X
csieU  =U. Now this theorem

is completely proved using Theorem 11. q.e.d.

     THEOREM 15. Let G be a connected  unimodular Lie group, 

and K a compact analytic subgroup of  G. Let  U=U(x) be an
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irreducible continuous matrix function on G.

 U(kxk-ly)dk  =  U(x)U(y)

Then we have

for all x,  yEG if and only if (U is analytic and) the 

 equation

 a".*U=U(a)U 

is satisfied by every  a  EU°(G).

     PROOF. At first we assume  J  U(kxk-ly)dk=U(x)U(y). The 

equality  U  =  U° is proved as in the proof of Theorem 11. For 

an arbitrary measure  a on G and  SE  QK, we obtain

 U(a)U(76)=U*X6(a)=X6*U(a)=U(5(6)U(a). 

This implies  U(x)U(XS)  =U(5(6)U(x) for all  x  E  G. Therefore 

U().7 ) is a scalar  multiple of  Ip. If we take  S  E  QKsuch 

that  X6*U  0, then  X6*U  =U and the representation  f----3(f) of

 L°(S) is proved to be irreducible as in the proof of Theorem 

11. Thus  U=U(x) is a spherical matrix function of type  6, 

and hence it is analytic.  Therefore  a  ---->U(a) is a p-

dimensional irreducible representation of U°(G) by Theorem  14, 

and for every  a  EU°(G) we have

a'*U(x) = fU(y-lx)da-(Y) =  I U(kyklx)da(Y) 
 GxK 

      =1 U(y)U(x)da(y)  =U(a)U(x).
     Conversely we assume that U is analytic and that  a"*U= 

 U(a)U for all  a  E U°(G). Putting
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we obtain 

 a'*V

for all 

 U(a)U(y) 

implies

 (x)

 V  (x)  =  U(kxey)dk,

 = I U(z-lxkyk-i)dkda"(z) =ja' 
   GXK 

 =  U(a)  U(xkyk-l)dk=U(a)V  (x)

 *U(xkyk-l)dk

 a  E  U°(G)  .  If we put  x  =e, we have  V  (a) =U(a)V (e) =                                             Y

 or  a(V  (x)  -U(x)U(y)) =0 for all  a  E  U°(G). This 

 V  (x)  =U(x)U(y) and this theorem is proved.

 q.e.d,
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 §9. A construction of matrix functions on a group 

    of type G = KS

     Let G be a locally compact unimodular group, and K a 

compact subgroup of G. We assume that there exists a closed 

subgroup S of G such that

 G  =  KS,  Kn  S  =  {e}, 

and that the decomposition  x  =  ks  (k  EK,  se S) is continuous. 

We shall denote by M a closed subgroup of K which normalizes

S.

     We fix a class  6  EK and put  d  =  d(  6) for simplicity. 

Let  al  ,  •  •  •  ,  a, be all equivalence classes in  Om which occur 

in  S. We shall denote by  pt (l 5_ t < r) the multiplicity of  at 

in  6 and by  qi the degree of  . We also use the notation  az 

to denote an irreducible unitary matrix representation of M 

belonging to the equivalence class  a;,. Then we can chose an

irreducible unitary matrix representation k ---> D(k) = (dPq(k))

 (1  p,q of K belonging to  6 such that 

 r(m), 

                                  0 

 oi(m)

 D(m)  =1

0 
 at  (m)

for all m E M. We define integers  t„  to ,  •  •  • ,  to. by 

 to  =  0,  =  qt  +  •  •  •  +  pt.  qt (l  6  i  5_  r)
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and put

 P°1(k) = (dPq(k))(1 < b  <  r). 
 tt..,+l<_p,gztc

We write dm for the normalized Haar measure on M, and put

 Dm(  k) = 1  D  (mkm-I  )dm,  PM`  (k)  = 1  Po`  (mkm-t)dm (1 .5. i. �.r) 

Let s =(X ) be a n-dimensional irre-                    En 1 -S. ,n.gn

ducible matrix representation of S satisfying  A(msm-4)  =  A(s) 

for all m c M. Then, for x= ks ( k K, s E , we put 

                       07—(k)A(s-1) ald(k)A(s-1)    11
                                                                                • A---- V(x) = D(k) 0A(S-1) =

 kddl(k)Ms-1)   Edd(k)A(s-1) 
 VA(x)=17)—(k)0A(3-1), 

 UA(x) = (vA)°(x-t) = vA 

 UA(x) =  (vA)°(x-I).

And also we put

 V.(5'IL(x)  =  Pai(k)  =  Pm(5`(k)  ®A(s-1), 

 A  (  x)  =„  (vch  )  0  (  x..1)  gai  ,A(x)  (,rcri,,A)0(x_1),

for  1  ti  <  r.

     For  k  E  K and  X  E  G, we shall  denote by  x-,k the K-com-

ponent of  x-lk and by  s(x-1,k) the S-component of  x-lk,  i.e.

 x-lk =
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                                           ,A LEMMA  33. We have Um=UAand Um= UaLfor  1  s  t:  sr.

PROOF. For 1  s p,q  5d, we obtain

 lK1MdPq(mk(x-^k-')m-')A(s(x-',k-') )dmdk
= 

KMdPq(mk•x-i(k-lm-1))A(s(x-1,k-1)-1)dmdk 

= 
MKdPci(k•Tc7k-I)A(s(x-I,k-Im)-1)dkdm 

= 
MC1.--Pq(k•ri-k-1)A(m-ls(x-1,k-IIIm)dmdk K 

  K     dPq(k•x-ik-1)A(s(x-1,k-1)-1)dk.

This proves the lemma. q.e.d. 

     The matrix  P  1(k) is of degree  pLqL  , and  Pa  (m) is the

 pi  -times direct sum of  a;,(m) for in  e  M. Now we define xqc- 

               i matrices Pai3(k) (1  s a,13) by the equality 

              1pli(k) (k)
 • •. 

Pa1(k) =I •  3

Pc5^ (k).--P(1i (k)  p
c 1  Pi.  PE

and put

 Acri.  (k) =  (acY`  (k) 
 1  a,13

where 
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aa(3(k) =1-trace  Po` (k)                  as 

       1 
                 t, +(a--1)ch-Ft ,t,,+(13-1)qL+t(k)       =t-1d

Then, for  p  =  -1)qi+ and  q  =  ti_cF(13-1)q+n (1  5. t,  j  r, 

 1  <  a  <  ,  I  5  (3  5_  pi  ,  1  5  E  ,  1  n  qi  )  ,  we have

 d  (mkm-I)dm = d (k)d (m)d(m)dm  pq
1-1qv jP 

 1  (21`"        = 6,6-              C
nqL.•=1dtk+(a-1)1.+11(k) 

         = cS,6a(k)             Ljc+ .(S

This shows that

 (Pmal  (k) 

          0

           . . 

PaML(k) = Acri'(k) ,I
cland DM(k) =  °                               :v 

                  00.                          Pm(k)). 
                                                                                     .

.

.

Therefore, by Lemma 33, the matrix function  UA is decomposed 

into the direct sum of U,A (1  <  I  <  r)

-a 

U' (x)
 0

 uA(x)  =I  I  .
0

  o• TJA(x

Let's decompose  II("A into the  qL  -times direct sum of a

matrix function. Let  RV be a regular matrix of degree  R  qi

such that

13.M  6.1PC5i'(k)R=1:1,1(AaL(k)0I )R;,q)                                  = IACIL(k),
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then

      In)-1Va'''A          m(x)(Ri,In) =  Inil(Pmc4(k)0A(e))(Rc  ()In)

=  (1  e  A  '(k))  ®A(s-1)  =  I
q.  (5SI  (AG  (k)  x  A(s-t)  .

If we put

 Va`''A(x)  =  Acl`(k)  0A(sH),  Ual'A(x)  =  (V(34'  A)°(x-I)

for 1 .5_  r, the above equality shows that

 a. A U" (x)

       0

(Iii:ZOIn)-ITIY`'A(x) (Ri,(gIn)  = 

                                                                                                                                                          • 

 Uc%'A(x)) , 

                              0

i.e., 'A is equivalent to the  qi  -times direct sum of 

    A 
. This decomposition of U6°'A shows that

I/ uci' 

                • 

              q1

 uo-'  'A(x) 0

 Ii-lUA(x)R  = 

    0                                              o-1, A                     U'(x)Xit, 
 UcY"A(x) /

where

 R=

R1  In

 o 

—  7  8 —
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LEMMA  34. The matrix function  UA satisfies the follow-

ing functional equations

 (i)  XPEUA  =  UA, 

(ii)  J  UA(kxk-ly)dk  =  UA(x)UA(  y  ) for all x,  y  E  G.

Therefore this is true for  UA (l  <  isr), too.

 PROOF. The proof of this lemma is given by direct

calculations

X(S*UA(x) =f UA(umx)X(l)du
 =  J  f  VA(vx-luv-I)X(u)dudv 

 K  K 

=  r  VA(vx-iu)X(uv)dudv 
  JK K

= >7f (17(v) ®In)VA(x-tu)dPq(u)d(v)dudv 
p,q=1 K K 

 = J  (5(u-1)  In)VA(x-lu)du 

= 
CVA(u-lx-lu)du = UA(x),

 (  UA(kx1c-ly)dk =  (  (  VA(uy-1  kx-10uH)dudk
 JK  JKiK

= I CVA(uk-ly-lkx-lu-1)dudk 
  KK 

= (T5( uk°1 )(31I
n )VA ( y1 kk, s, )dudk =  k,  s,  )   K K
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=(15(ukik-') I
n) VA(y-lks, )dudk   K K 

   f I 
 =  (15(Uki  k*.1)  e  I

n)  (5(ki) In)vA( so, )dudk   K K

 (y-lk =  iczsz) 

= I  1  (15(uki)  In)  (i5(ek,)  ®  In) x 
 K K

                   x (1d®A(s;')) (1dqiA( s-2I))dudk 

= fCi5(uk, )A ( s;'))(5(k-lk,)S,A() )dudk 
  KK

= jVA(ux-lu-t)VA(k-ly-lk)dudk 
  K K 

 =UA(x)UA(y). q.e.d.

COROLLARY. Let a be an equivalence class in  CM which

occurs only once  in  S.  Then, if a is of degree one or A is

one-dimensional, Ua,Ais a spherical matrix function of type

 S, namely it is a spherical function of type  6 of height one.

     Hereafter, we consider  only for  i.=  1, but the same 

arguments can be made for  L=2, r with some trivial 

modifications.

     Let ( , ) be the usual inner product in  Cciln, and  ta,,A 

the space of all  CI:lin-valued measurable functions  so on K

such that

 (  ,p(k)  ,  0(k))dk  <  + 

 5°(km)  =  { a,  (nil  )  In}  5°(k) for all  MEM.
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Then ,a,'Ais a  Hilbert space with the inner product

 F'  3'0  =  f  (  9°(k),  3fr(k))dk.
For every element x  E  G, we define a continuous linear  opera-

tor  To,  'A on  t  ,A by 

 x

 (Tax',A  cp  )  (k) = ci3)  ))  9=1(Tik)  . 

            ,A ,To', ,A} Thenis a representation of G and the subspace 

 .5_°'  'A(6), which is the set of all vectors in  .q°' 'A  trans-

formed according to 6 under k --> TGk'Ais exactly equal to 

 X6*  a,  ,A  •

     We shall denote by  e (1  6j  ‘.  qin) the column vector in 

 e";q'nof which the  jth component is equal to 1  and all of the 

others are equal to  O. Then, for  1  i  s  qr and  1  E  5  n, we have 

 q, n
                              s-77-0-1 ..(m)x .n(s)e(i _j)b+ri ibrion)  ®A(s)}  e(i=i)n+E  

where  al..  (m) denotes the (j,i)-component of the matrix  o1(m)  j  1

LEMMA 35. The  space  'AM is  dpin  -dimensional, and

we  may  choose  the set of functions

     A_ 1   (p
v,a,E(k)=             qi u,(a-1)qi+i(k) e(1-1)n+E

for  1  <  d,  1  <  p,  , and  1  E  sn as an orthonormal base 

in  VI'  'A  (6).
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     PROOF. The space  F25"A(  6)  =  5(6*  VI'  'A is clearly a sub-

space of the linear space generated by the  dzqin functions

 d  (1c)e(i -l)n+  (1  s  p,v  d,  1  i  <q1sn). 

Therefore a function  (f)  E,  a'  'A(  6) can be written in the form

 1127 50(k)  =   .:a(i3O1,v)dmv(k)e(1.-1)n+ 
 p,v=1  E=1

where  a(i,,p,v) E C. Then, for every  mE M, 

          d q, n
 yo  (km)  > 2_,z_,7a(i,,P,v)d 

 p,v=1  i=1

d q, n d

 E E  E  a(1,,p,v)dlit(k)dtv(m)e(i...1)n+ 
 p,v=1  i=1  t=1 

  d q, n 

                  7,   ›- a(1,,p,v)dtv(m).1.diit(k)e(i_i)n+u 
 p,t=1  i=1 C=ltv=1

On the other hand, 

 54)(km)  =  {a,  (m-')  CD  In} 9°(k) 

          d q, n       q, n  =   pvJEa(i,E01,073.----(k){7'al(m-1)n+-1)n-1-E 

                                                                                                         . 

 p,v=1 i=1=1=1ji

d q,

                            (                       'Jipvk)e(j -1)n+C 
 p,v=1  j=1 E=1

Therefore we obtain

Ta(i,E,p,v)0..(m)  =Za(i,E,p,t)T(m) 
 j=11 t=1 vt

for all  m  E  M, where  1  <  q1 ,  1  <  E  <  n, and 1 p,v s d. For 

 v  =  (a-1)q,+b  (lsasp1,  1  s  b  q,  ),
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 dvt(m) = 

and for  vapi 

Thus the abov

   a  (j, 
 j=1

 101.  1 

 a(i,1.1,1

and the lemma 

     Now we r 

     i =  (E-1)

and put 

Then, for

 (T  'A  v.

al (m) be'if t = (a-1)q, + c ( 1_Cc),

0 otherwise,

+ 1 'd (m) and a'.(m) are linearly  independent. 
  vt j

relation is equivalent to

(a-1)q1+b)al(m)=7 .a (, ,-a-1(41c )(71 (m)  jibe 
 c=1

 =0 if  v  +  1

 , 1 �n, 1  , and I S. p d.  This  implies 

      +  i) =  a(b,E,p,(a-1)q/ + b ), 

 y,-1)q,  +  c)  =  0 if  c

 =0 if  v  �  +  1,

is clear from these relations.  q  e  .d 

present integers  i  =  1, 2,  dp1n in the form

 (a-l)d+ (1.� 1�ocip1 , 1�pd), 

 v=  9° 
 p,a,E•

 u  G  K, we have

 =  (T
u  'A  v(E-1)pid  +  (a-1)d  +p ) (k)

(Tal 'A  5P11
1(13E)(k) 

                   (u-ik)e(i _i)n+c
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above relatio

 ,C,p,v)  =0 

 ,b q1,  �n 

           + 1) 

 1,(0,-1)qi+c)

a(i,,p,v)  =0 

he lemma is clea 

Now we represent

every

 )(k) 

 (Tal



 d d  =  — z ,z dtp(u)dt ,(a-1)q,+i(k)  qli=1t=i

 d
 =

tu(u) cp (k)                 t,a,E  t=1

 d
 =  77d

tp(u)v(E-1)p1d+(a-l)d+t(k). 
 t=1 

Therefore the restriction  Tal  'A of  Tal3A  on  _V'  'A(d)  is

represented in the form

                                 1,A                      T
k = IpnOD(k) 

        i with respect to this base v1, v2,  •  •  •  ,  vd
pin  . The matrix 

function of type  S defined by  {  T
xcY/  'A} is of degree  pin, 

                                 al and its matrix elementsuij' (1 =  (E-1)p, +  a, j=  (n-l)pi +13,,

1  �  a,  �  pi , 1  � n) are given by

             d 
ucTi,A(x) = 1

1-1=El_<E(S)Tal 'A  vv                                                                                                                     . ij'' a x (3-1)d+'(i-l)d+p) 

     1 -.,d 
/

=1      c7i.  k 
   ' , KVr,ux'A v(j-1)d+p '  v(i-l)d+u) 76 (u)du      11 

        d 
 =  1>  I({1A(scx-I ,u-ik)-1)} c?(x-I(ulk))  ,     d

u=1.i.)KIqi(,,p,f3,T1

 1-1,(1,E(k))57((u)dudk 

     d 

 =.7®A(s(x-' ,u-licr')}   q1 P=1 s ,t=1 K K

 c1.11
,_1)cii+s(x-t(u-lk))  e(s_i)n+T.,  , 

 d1-1,(a-1)qi+t(k)  e(t-1)n+EPT5(u)dudk
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=  .47  .5'7 \IL (  (                                       (.74(u-lkm,(soci,tikyl  qi2—'11=1s,t-21=1)K)K(cil'(13-1)cil+scn 
   xe(s-1)n+c , dp,(a_i)cii+t(k)e(t_j)n+076(u)d}-idic

   d q 

  all  P1 t =i fK/K"d,(a 1)q+t(k)dp,(13-1)q+t(x-1(u--Ik)) x 
 x  =  XII(s(x-I,u-lk)-1)7(6(u)dudk

 d  q d 
=>4  :77 ,2:1d_„(k)dab(k)d±    111=1  t=1  a ,b=1du,(a®1)' 

 LdP,(13-1)q1+t(T(7u-')Xcri(s(x°13u-')-`  )dba(u)du:
    d  ql   1 

 ® 

     p=lt=1d(a1)q1+t'p(u)du,(101.^-1)qi+t(7u-i) x 
 x  xr  (s(x-,,u-T )du

= —  

 `11'
G=1 Kd(a-1)G11+t,(13-1)qi+t(u.5iu1)X (s(x-',u-1)-1)du                                       Cr) 

 a' (u.R7u1)X  (s(x-1,u-')-1)du.

This shows that the matrix function of type  ,5 defined by

 {  ach  A GA         Tx/ '} is equal to  el  ,A

Especially, we may consider the case  M  ={e}. In this

case, we shall denote by TxA  (where A is a finite-dimensional 

irreducible representation of S) the operator on L2(K) such

that

(71)\.c 50)(k) = A(s(x-1,k)-i

The above argument can be applied to this case, and we can
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                                                    . show that UAis a matrix function of type 6 defined by  IL2(K), 

A T
x

Now we have proved the following 

THEOREM 16. Let G be a locally compact unimodular group,

K a compact subgroup of G, and 6 an equivalence class in  OK.

We assume that there exists a closed subgroup S of G such 

that G  =  KS,  Kn S =  {e}, and that the decomposition  x  =  ks  (ke K, 

 sE  S) is continuous. Let M be a closed subgroup of K which 

normalizes  S, and A a finite-dimensional irreducible repre-

sentation of S satisfying  A(msm-4)  =A(s) for all  MEM. Then

 (i) UA is equivalent to a matrix function of type 6 

defined by the representation  {L2(K),* of G.
     (ii) Let  o (1  s  Lsr) be all equivalence classes in  Om 

which occur  1:k-times in 6. If we write  qi for the degree of 

 ai, then the matrix functions  Uai,A are of degree  pi., and  UA

is equivalent to

U0A 
    •

.  ql 

 U  CJI  '  A

            at A          U ' 

0 

                UatA
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 (iii)  UcTL'A is equivalent to a matrix function of type  6 

defined by the  representation  wI,A,T(31cL,A,  J of G.

     The irreducible components of  UA or  Ucsi„A  (1  L. are 

spherical matrix functions of type  S. The author does not

know how many spherical matrix functions are obtained in this 

way. But, if G is a motion group or a connected semi-simple 

Lie group with finite center, we denote by K a maximal com-

pact subgroup of G, then we obtain all of the spherical

matrix functions of type  QK in this way.

     1. For a motion group G (i.e., G has a compact subgroup 

K and a closed abelian normal subgroup A such that  G  =KA,  Kn 

 A= {e}), R.Godement studied the form of an irreducible repre-

sentation of  L°(5) in [5], and the above result follows 

immediately from his study.

     2. Next, let's consider the case that G is a connected 

semi-simple Lie group with finite center. Let41.j...be the Lie 

algebra of G, and = a Cartan decomposition of 

where, as usual,  'k denotes a maximal compact subalgebra. 

Let  T be a maximal abelian subalgebra of  T,  t+  + 

an Iwasawa decomposition of  dY-., and G  =  KAN the corresponding 

Iwasawa decomposition of  G. We shall denote by M the central-

izer of A in K.

     Since every finite-dimensional irreducible representa-

tion of  S  =AN is one-dimensional, it is identified with a
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one-dimensional representation of A. And every one-dimension-

al representation  A of A satisfies  X(mam-1)  =X(a) for all  me  M. 

Therefore, for a fixed class  SE  OK, we can define the matrix 

functions UX, UaL,X(1 g L.�_r), and the representations 

                                  m. 

{L2(K),xTX1 ,{J8a",TG.'X} of G as above, where  al, 

are all of the classes in  S2M which occur in  6.

Let  {  Tx} be a topologically irreducible nice repre-

sentation of G on a complete locally convex topological 

vector space  5.. Then it is K-finite by Theorem 4, and has

an infinitesimal character. Therefore we know that Theorem

5.5.1.5 in [9] remains true for our representation {'Tx} .

Namely, there exists a one-dimensional representation  X of A

and  Tx-invariant closed subspaces H1, H2  of  L2(K) such that 

(i)  H1  C  H2, (ii) the representation y of G induced from  Tx 

on the  Hilbert space  H=H1/H2 is topologically irreducible, 
(iii)  dimH(6) <  +co for all  (SEQK' where  H(6) is the set of 

all vectors in H transformed according to  6 under  y(K), and 

 (iv)'Tx1 is infinitesimally equivalent to y. Therefore,

by Theorem 13, we obtain the following theorem which gives a 

generalization of the well known formula on the construction 

of spherical functions of type 1.

     THEOREM 17. Let  G be a connected semi-simple Lie group 

with finite center, and  01=  t+ a Cartan decomposition of 

the Lie algebra  It of G, where  1 denotes a maximal compact
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 subalgebra.  Let  1  be  a  maximal  abelian  subalgebra  of  -, 

 V=  +  It  an  Iwasawa  decomposition  of  t,=,  and  G  =  KAN  the 

corresponding Iwasawa  decomposition of  G. Let M be the 

centralizer of A in K, and  a7, the all classes in  Qm 

which occur in  SEK° Then, for every spherical matrix

function U of type  6, there exists a  one-dimensional repre-

sentation A of A such that U is equivalent to an irreducible

component of  Ua"X for some  L.
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